
Colours and Accessories
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CLEAR ORIENTATION – THE A AND O FOR 
SELLING WITHOUT MANY WORDS: 
•  focusing on what is essential
•  pictograms leading to the goal
•  simple navigation by means of a simple, 

intuitive guidance system

AT A FIRST GLANCE 
•  communication without words 
•   it is immediately recognizable 

what it is all about
•  ensures an uniform appearance 

of the diff erent colour groups

A weatherproof paint for the sky-blue bird villa in the garden, an erasable 
pen for a message of aff ection on the bathroom mirror, a new “special eff ect” 
for the boring shoe cabinet, or nobly painted on beads for invitation cards 
inviting to a princess party … 

With us, the users have the choice – but without this causing stress!

An overview of the Rayher colour assortment 

PEN BOXES
•  fl exible solution with adjustable separators 
•   for diff erent pens or pencils 
• numerous products, optimally positioned 
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COLOUR STRIPS
• reduced to the bare essentials 
•  colour fi elds with colour number 

or fast fi nding and simple sorting
• space for your price labelling

FAVOURITE COLOURS SHOULD NOT BE HIDDEN 
Creativity requires fl exibility and space to unfold. The paint is at the focus of attention 
– not the goods carrier:

•  not rigid, but fl exible: Whether 1 m, 2 m or 3 m – everything is possible, nothing is cast in stone
• Easy and quick set-up 
•  pull-out drawers for easy, fast loading
• can be hooked in diagonally or straight
•  variable inserts for diff erent container sizes
•  stable, and can be integrated into every shop system 
•  can be deployed as a rear wall – as well as a centre space presentation

We don’t drive our customers to the wall  
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Art.-Nr. 38 520 000

Art.-Nr. 38 487 000

Art.-Nr. 38 526 000

Art.-Nr. 38 712 000

Art.-Nr. 38 533 000

Art.-Nr. 38 568 000

Art.-Nr. 38 517 000

Art.-Nr. 38 883 000 Art.-Nr. 38 884 000 Art.-Nr. 38 525 000

Art.-Nr. 38 516 000

Art.-Nr. 38 518 000

Art.-Nr. 38 567 000

Art.-Nr. 38 515 000 Art.-Nr. 38 954 000
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Assortment Chalky 236 ml
6 drawers + hanging goods 
•  11 Chalky colours for glass 

59 ml, 6 bottles each
•  22 Chalky colours 

236 ml, 3 tins each 
•  8 Chalky mediums 

236 ml, 3 tins each
•  various accessories 

(stencils, paint brushes, 
sandpaper etc.)

Assortment all-purpose 
paint 59 ml small
4 drawers
•  35 colours all-purpose 

paint matt 59 ml, 
6 bottles each

•  9 colours all-purpose 
paint eff ect 59 ml, 
6 bottles each 

Assortment all-purpose 
paint gloss 59 ml
3 drawers
•  33 colours all-purpose 

paint gloss 59 ml, 
6 bottles each

Assortment patio paint 
59 ml
4 drawers
•  44 colours patio paint 59 

ml, 6 bottles each

Assortment window 
colour 
80 ml 
4 drawers
•  44 colours window colour 

80 ml, 6 bottles each

Assortment all-purpose 
paint 15 ml
4 drawers
•  43 colours all-purpose 

paint matt 15 ml, 
6 bottles each

•  5 colours all-purpose 
paint eff ect 15 ml, 
6 bottles each 

Assortment acrylic 
59 ml
5 drawers
•  55 colours acrylic 59 ml, 

6 bottles each

Assortment patio paint
236 ml
2 drawers
•  16 colours patio paint 236 

ml, 3 bottles each

Assortment all-purpose 
paint 236 ml 
2 drawers
•  16 colours all-purpose 

paint matt 236 ml, 
3 bottles each

Assortment acrylic 
236 ml
2 drawers
•  16 colours acrylic 236 ml, 

3 bottles each

Assortment poster paint 
500 ml 
2 drawers
•  12 colours poster paint 

500 ml, 3 bottles each

Assortment textile 
34 ml
4 drawers
•  48 colours textile 34 ml, 

6 bottles each

Assortment of fabric pain-
ting colour 236 ml
1 drawer
•  8 fabric painting colours 

236 ml, 3 bottles each

Assortment Chalky 118 ml
6 drawers + hanging goods 
•  11 Chalky colours for glass 

59 ml, 6 bottles each
•  28 Chalky colours 

118 ml, 3 tins each
•  7 Chalky mediums 

118 ml, 3 tins each
•  various accessories 

(stencils, paint brushes, 
sandpaper, etc.)

Assortment all-purpose 
paint 59 ml large 
10 drawers
•  88 colours all-purpose 

paint matt 59 ml, 
6 bottles each

•  22 colours all-purpose 
paint eff ect 59 ml, 
6 bottles each 

• All assortments include drawers, compartment dividers and coloured strips as well as the matching signboard and slat wall board inserts
• The matching wall display and accessories can be found on pages 312+313
• The individual colour shade selection and other paint accessories can be found on pages 314-393
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Art.-Nr. 38 809 000 Art.-Nr. 38 521 000 Art.-Nr. 38 723 000

Art.-Nr. 38 522 000 

Art.-Nr. 38 953 000 

Art.-Nr. 38 936 000 

Art.-Nr. 34 151 000

Art.-Nr. 35 011 000 

Art.-Nr. 38 935 000

Art.-Nr. 37 078 000 

Art.-Nr. 38 862 000 

Art.-Nr. 35 010 000 

Art.-Nr. 34 167 000

Art.-Nr. 37 143 00 Art.-Nr. 34 168 000 
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Assortment blackboard 
paint 
1 drawer
•  6 items blackboard paint, 

6 colours each
•  2 items blackboard chalk, 

12 pieces each
•  1 magnetic primer, 3 tins 

Assortment structural 
pastes  
3 drawers
•  17 diff erent pastes 

Assortment porcelain 
/glass marker, chalk 
marker 
1 pen box
•  18 colours porcelain / 

glass marker, 
6 markers each 

•  9 colours chalk-marker, 
10 markers each 

Assortment pearl-pen, 
glass pen 
1 pen box
•  9 colours pearl pen 

30 ml, 6 pens each
•  9 colours 3D glass pen 

30 ml, 6 pens each 

Assortment clear 
lacquers, textile boosters 
1 drawer
•  3 spray clear varnishes 

150 ml, 6 tins each
•  3 textile strengtheners, 
 3 or 5 tins each

Assortment mediums 
59 ml 
2 drawers
•    22 mediums 59 ml, 

6 bottles each 

Assortment acrylic spray 
200 ml
3 drawers
•  21 colours acrylic spray 

200 ml, 6 bottles each

Assortment acrylic-
marker, all-purpose 
marker, 
1 pen box
•  18 colours acrylic marker, 

5 markers each 
•  12 colours all-purpose 

marker, 5 markers each
•  4 colours all-purpose 

marker, 10 markers each

Assortment basic pen, 
eff ect pen 
1 pen box 
•  9 colours basic pen 

30 ml, 6 pens each
•  9 colours eff ect pen 

30 ml, 6 pens each 

Assortment of 
paint brush sets 
3 hanger rows
•  18 brush sets, 
 5 packs each

Assortment Snow & Ice 
1 drawer
•  5 pens 30 ml, 

12 bottles each
•  3 tins 100 ml, 

5 tins each

Assortment marble paint  
20 ml 
1 drawer
•  12 colours marble paint 

20 ml, 6 bottles each

Assortment textile-
marker, textile pens, 
1 pen box
•  18 colours textile markers, 

5 markers each
•  18 colours textile pens, 

5 markers each

Assortment eff ect sprays 
1 drawer
•  9 eff ect sprays, 

6 tins each  

Display paint brushes
• Total of 504 paint brushes
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Art.-Nr. 38 949 000

Art.-Nr. 38 958 000

Art.-Nr. 38 948 000

Art.-Nr. 38 956 000

Art.-Nr. 38 963 000

Art.-Nr. 34 374 000
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• All assortments include drawers, compartment dividers and coloured strips as well as the matching signboard and slat wall board inserts
• The matching wall display and accessories can be found on pages 312+313
• The individual colour shade selection and other paint accessories can be found on pages 314-393

Additional tier Chalky Fin-
ish for glass 59 ml 
1 drawer
•  11 colours Chalky Finish 

for glass 59 ml, 6 bottles 
each

Assortment of kids cra�  
paint 250 ml 
1 drawer
•  7 colours kids cra�  paint 

250 ml, 4 bottles each

Additional tier for Chalky 
Finish
118 ml
1 drawer
•  7 colours Chalky Finish 

118 ml, 6 cans each

Assortment of kids cra�  
paint 80 ml
1 drawer
•  11 colours kids cra�  paint  

80 ml, 6 bottles each
• 1 Set kids cra�  paint  
 6 colours, 80 ml

Assortment of fi nger 
paints 150 ml
2 drawers
•  10 colours Finger paints 

150 ml, 5 cans each
 (red + blue twice)
• 1 Set Finger paints  
 4 colours,150 ml
• 1 Set Finger paints  
 6 colours, 150 ml

Assortment of Chalky 
Finish Spray 400 ml
2 drawers
•  10 colours + primer + 

Clear varnish matt Chalky 
Finsih Spray 400 ml, 3 
cans each
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suitable for 1m Tegometal stand

  
93 054 00 (1) 
Adapter for Tego wall, hook in 
width 1 m, suitable for 2 shelves

The display consist of: 
A header 
B holder for header 
C rolling holder for tag holder  
D basic element 
E base cover 
 
(without goods)

Placement: 
If you have  2 tags, 9  insets with small bottles �t in one 
display.

  
93 081 00 (1) 
Stand, complete

Please note: 
 
For the single paint assortments you additionaly have to order 
either the basic rack  (Art. No. 93 081 00) or the adapter for  the 
punching wall (Art. No. 93 054 00) as a holder. 
 
Our sales agents are reliable partners and are into giving you 
individual advice.

COLOURS

Header for the paint rack, 1/2 meter 
Gondola sign holder, pluggable, 1/2 meter 
 
Header for the paint rack, 1 meter 
Gondola sign holder, pluggable, 1 meter

90 02Z 000 
93 074 00 
 
90 02V 000 
90 02W 000

without decoration

Single elements
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93 071 00 (1) 
Holder, curved, for tag holder 
to hook in

extendable

  
93 065 00 (1) 
Shelf, to hook in 
0° and 15° position

  
93 067 00 (1) 
Supporting frame centre 
part 
height 1000 mm, pluggable

  
93 056 00 (1) 
Insert, to hook in 
0°-position

  
93 063 00 (1) 
Chute, to hook in 
0°-position

  
93 070 00 (1) 
Bottom frame for middle rack 
pluggable

  
93 075 00 (1) 
Bottom part, �xed 
475x560x335mm 

  
93 064 00 (1) 
Cover panel for bottom part

  
93 065 00 (1) 
Shelf, to hook in 
0° and 15° position

  
93 072 00 (1) 
Punching back board with quadrat holes 
to hook in, 446x299 mm

  
93 057 00 - 93 061 00 
Product dividers

 

The holder also can directly be 
hooked in the inset

  
93 069 00 (1) 
Holder for tags

  
93 080 00 (1) 
Divider  

Product divider 
93 057 00 for 15 ml cans or 29 ml bottles 
(1)
93 058 00 for 59 ml bottles (1)
93 060 00 for 236 ml cans (1)
93 061 00 for 236 ml cans (1)

COLOURS

90 02W 000 
Gondola Sign Holder, insert size 1 m

90 166 000 (1) 
Brackets for Tego shelves

Single elements

93 074 00 
Gondola Sign Holder, insert size 1/2 m
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38 867 (3) 
Chalky Finish 
Can 118ml 
See colour choice

  
38 868 (3) 
Chalky Finish 
Can 236ml 
See colour choice

102 105 154 158 204 218 222 258 270
white alabaster 

white
vanilla mirabelle apricot dark orange rust pale-pink powder pink

287 297 312 374 390 392 408 426 432
classical red burgundy lavender azure lagoon Indian tur-

quoise
mint green evergreen jade

452 456 508 535 538 558 566 572 574
avocado olive beige taupe-brown fawn rock-grey blue grey anthracite ebony

807 264 266 304 387 389 410 560
light topaz pink salmon-pink blackberry midnight 

blue
coelin blue sea aqua light grey

Colour choice
..38 867 + 38 868 ..

  
38 883 000 (1) 
assortment Chalky, 236ml

  
38 884 000 (1) 
assortment Chalky, 118ml

  
38 948 000 (1) 
Additional drawer for Chalky, 118 
ml

CHALKY FINISH

Sweat and salvia 
proof according to 

DIN53160-2

available in the colours with 
this mark *

Chalky Finish 
- Chalkcolour water-based 
- ultra-matt, velvety haptic 
- very good adhesion on most surfaces 
- high opaque, high colour intensity 
- lightfast, long durability due to colour resin system 
- very low VOC-content 
- for interieur and exterieur (therefore extra protection 
varnish)
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Cream Wax 
- lends a strong protective coating for the everyday use to 
porous surfaces painted with Chalky Finish (inner area) 
- the colourless cream-wax can be dyed with all Chalky Finish 
paints 
 
Application: 
- apply it with a brush or a lint-free cloth 
- let it dry, then polish it 
- before use, allow the objects to dry for about 7 days  

  
38 870 (3) 
Chalky Finish creme wax 
box 118ml 
See colour choice

  
38 871 (3) 
Chalky Finish creme wax 
box 236ml 
See colour choice

552 702
dark brown colourless

Colour choice
..38 870

+ 38 871 ..

For an ultra-matt surface

  
38 872 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish clear varnish mat 
box 118ml

Clear varnishes 
- The transparent water-based polyurethane varnishes 
- Ideal for a permanent sealing of the Chalky Finish 
- Protects the paint application and makes it weather-resis-
tant

  
38 873 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish clear varnish mat 
box 236ml

  
38 874 000 (3) 
Clear varnish, satin �nish 
box 118ml
  
38 875 000 (3) 
Clear varnish, satin �nish 
box 236ml

  
38 876 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish clear varnish soft-touch 
box 118ml
  
38 877 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish clear varnish soft-touch 
box 236ml

CHALKY FINISH

For a silky matte surface For an extremely matt and velvetly 
surface
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Transfer medium 
- For the transfer of paper prints (laser printer) on different 
surfaces such as for e.g. wood, MDF, canvas, papier mâché, 
glass, fabrics, etc. 
 
Application: 
- The surface has to be dry, light and clean 
- Apply the medium uniformely and fully on the surface and 
on the print-out with a brush 
- Lay the print-out immediately on the surface (the motif 
face down) and smooth it out, take off surplus medium with 
a cloth 
- Let it dry for about 8 hours, then moisten the print-out and 
carefully rub off the paper layer with a soft, wet sponge 
- Repeat this step until the paper layer is completely out 

  
38 880 000 (3) 
Transfer-Medium 
box 118ml

  
38 881 000 (3) 
Transfer-Medium 
box 236ml

Crackle medium  
- For a surface in a "crackle" style 
- Suitable for indoors and outdoors once sealed up with a 
protective varnish 
 
Application: 
- Apply the medium on dry undercoat 
- Let it dry and paint over with 2 contrasting colours 
- Then this paint coat rips and the underlying paint coat 
becomes visible through the crackles 

  
38 879 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish checking 
medium 
box 236ml

  
38 878 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish cracking 
medium 
box 118ml

Blocker 
- Transparent drying sealant and stain-inhibitor 
- Ideal for preparation of used or harsh wooden surfaces 
which can be renewed by the Chalky Finish paint 
- Seals the natural wooden surfaces and protects the new 
painting coat 
 
Application: 
- Let it dry thoroughly (about 5-7 days) before the over-
painting with the Chalky Finish 

  
38 885 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish Blocker 
box 118ml

  
38 882 000 (3) 
Chalky Finish Blocker 
box 236ml

CHALKY FINISH
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Flyer
D 99 660 000
F 99 661 000
NL 99 662 000
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38 866 (6) 
Chalky Finish for glass 
bottle 59ml 
See colour choice

102 105 270 392 408 432 508 558 566
white alabaster 

white
powder pink Indian tur-

quoise
mint green jade beige rock-grey blue grey

572 807 159 258 264 266 287 304 374
anthracite light topaz yellow light pale-pink pink salmon-pink classical red blackberry azure

389 390 410 560
coelin blue lagoon sea aqua light grey

Colour choice
..38 866

 

  
38 949 000 (1) 
Additional drawer Chalky Finish 
59ml

CHALKY FINISH

Chalky Finish for Glass 
- the ultra-matt chalk colour especially for smooth, non-absorbent surfaces such as glass and 
porcelain 
- after stoving becomes dishwasher safe 
 
Application: 
- the surface must be clean, dust- and grease-free 
- after drying (4 days) burn for 30min in the not preheated oven at 160°C 
- let it cool down in the oven
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- Fast-drying, ultra-matt, water-based colour spray (acrylic resin) 
- Provides an ultra-matt vintage-look with a velvety appearance to many surfaces 
- For wood, melamine, plastics, cardboard, MDF paper-mâché, metal, canvas, styrofoam, etc. 
- Very good adhesion, high opacity, long-lasting 
- Fast-drying, non-yellowing, after drying-out weather-resistant 
- Can be easily sanded for the Used-Look 
- Application: The surface must be clean, dust- and grease-free. Shake well the can before use, the spray distance at approx. 25-30cm, 
apply it crosswise in thin layers – allow it to dry for a few minutes between layers. After use turn the can upside down and spray the 
valve empty.

  
34 371 (6) 
Chalky Finish spray 
box 400ml 
See colour choice

102 105 258 312 408 432
white alabaster 

white
pale-pink lavender mint green jade

558 566 572 807
rock-grey blue grey anthracite light topaz

Colour choice
..34 371

- White universal primer  
- For improved adhesion of the Chalky Spray on metal, resis-
tant plastics, melamine, Formica, etc. 
- Closes the pores of porous materials such as wood, plaster, 
etc. and evens out unevenness

  
34 372 000 (6) 
Chalky Finish spray primer 
box 400ml

- Water-based acrylic clear-varnish 
- Dries matt and transparent  
- For a better protection of colour-sprayed surfaces 
- Fast-drying, high opacity, weather-resistant

  
34 373 000 (6) 
Chalky Finish spray Clear varnish matt 
box 400ml

  
34 374 000 (1) 
assortment Chalky spray 
12 boxes, each 3 pieces

CHALKY FINISH
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38 000 (6) 
All purpose paint 
bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

100 102 104 105 156 160 162 164 167
snow-white white ivory alabaster 

white
banana lemon golden 

yellow
corn yellow indian yellow

208 210 213 215 260 261 262 267 275
mandarine orange capri orange cadmiumo-

range bright
mauve pink chiffon baby pink hot-pink reddish-

purple

276 279 280 282 284 285 286 287 288
fuchsia cadmium red �ery red carmine cardinal red red magma cherry classical red brick red

290 295 297 308 310 312 314 316 318
wine-red royal red burgundy lilac orchid lavender violet plum purple velvet

358 360 374 376 379 384 385 387 389
baby blue sky-blue azure royal blue true blue ultramarine ultramarine 

blue
midnight 
blue

coelin blue

390 392 404 407 408 409 410 414 416
lagoon Indian tur-

quoise
turquoise blue green mint green pastel-green sea aqua lime apple green

417 422 424 426 427 428 430 438 446
Hauser light 
green

grass green garish green evergreen Hauser med. 
green

leaf green pine-green Russian 
green

Black Forest

452 504 508 509 512 518 519 520 526
avocado sand beige taupe skin caramel lighter ochre cashmere ochre

Colour choice
..38 000

Sweat and salvia 
proof according to 

DIN53160-2

DecoArt Acrylic Matt All purpose paint  
- Highly pigmented creamy acrylic paint 
- Very good coverage, non-fading, colour intensive and 
easy to spread 
- After drying out becomes waterproof 
- Suitable for all acrylic painting techniques and ideal 
for combining with the DecoArt acrylic-mediums 
 
Application: 
- The surface must be dry, grease-free and clean 
- Shake well the bottle before use 
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ACRYLIC MATT
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532 534 535 538 539 540 542 544 546
nougat cinnamon taupe-brown fawn sienna an-

neal
brown earth chocolate chestnut mocha

550 552 558 560 564 572 576 807
umber dark brown rock-grey light grey mouse grey anthracite black light topaz

Colour choice
..38 000

DecoArt All purpose 
glimmer paint  
- �rst-class glimmering 
acrylic paint 
- the binder dries 
transparent and becomes 
waterproof, that way 
only the expressive 
glimmer-particles remain 
visible on the surface

  
38 005 (6) 
All purpose glimmer paint 
bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 001 (6) 
All purpose metallic paint 
bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

DecoArt Metallic-Patina 
- Acrylic patina with high-grade water-based metallic pigments 
- The surface gets a great �nish in a trendy Used-Look 
 
Application: 
- Just simply spread it onto painted or unpainted surface by using a brush, sponge or roller 
- To achieve the antique-effect, remove quite a bit of the paint before its drying with a spon-
ge or clothShake well before use. Apply with brush, sponge or roll on painted or not painted 
surfaces.  Remove some paint with a sponge or a cloth or an antique effect.  Water-based. Clean 
brush with water and soap.

  
38 223 (6) 
Metallic Patina 
Bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

286 374 428 610
cherry azure leaf green brilliant 

silver

620 690 990
brilliant gold iris rainbow

Colour choice
..38 005

100 610 617 618
snow-white brilliant 

silver
cashmere 
gold

brocade gold

620 630 660 665
brilliant gold Venetian 

gold
brilliant 
bronze

mocha me-
tallic

Colour choice
..38 001

617 630 637
cashmere 
gold

Venetian 
gold

renaissance 
gold

Colour choice
..38 223

 

  
38 525 000 (1) 
Assortment Hobby all purpose paint, 
59ml

 

  
38 520 000 (1) 
Assortment Hobby all purpose paint, 
59ml

ACRYLIC MATT

DecoArt Hobby All pur-
pose metallic paint 
- highly covering acrylic 
paint with extra �ne me-
tallic pigments 
- provides sophisticated 
shimmering surfaces 
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38 003 (1) 
All purpose paint 
bottle 236 ml 
See colour choice

100 104 162 210 262 279
snow-white ivory golden 

yellow
orange baby pink cadmium red

282 314 358 374 417 424
carmine violet baby blue azure Hauser light 

green
garish green

512 538 544 576
skin fawn chestnut black

Colour choice
..38 003

- Tab-sealed blister card with 8 pots á 4,9 ml and brush. 
- Colours: snow-white, golden yellow, �ery red, azure blue, black, bilious green, 
mocca, brilliant gold 
- Blister-mould can be used as a colour palette

 
38 540 000 (6) 
All purpose paint 
card with 8 basic shades

 

  
38 516 000 (1) 
Assortment HOBBY all purpose 
paint,235ml

Sweat and salvia 
proof according to 

DIN53160-2
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38 040 (6) 
All purpose metallic paint 
glass 15 ml 
See colour choice

610 620 630
brilliant 
silver

brilliant gold Venetian 
gold

Colour choice
..38 040

  
38 039 (6) 
All purpose paint (acrylic) 
glass 15 ml 
See colour choice

100 102 104 160 162 164 210 213 262
snowwhite white ivory lemon golden 

yellow
corn yellow orange capri orange baby pink

276 279 280 282 286 287 290 295 297
fuchsia cadmium red �ery red carmine cherry classical red wine-red royal red burgundy

312 314 358 374 379 384 387 404 422
lavender violet baby blue azure true blue ultramarine midnight 

blue
turquoise grass green

424 428 438 446 504 512 534 538 542
garish green leaf green Russian 

green
Black Forest sand skin cinnamon fawn chocolate

544 546 552 560 576
chestnut mocha dark brown light grey black

Colour choice
..38 039

 

  
38 533 000 (1) 
Assortment HOBBY all purpose paint,15 
ml

Sweat and salvia 
proof according to 

DIN53160-2
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38 485 (6) 
Multi Gloss 
bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 486 (6) 
Multi Gloss, metallic 
bottle 59ml 
See colour choice

100 104 161 164 210 218
snowwhite ivory sun yellow corn yellow orange dark orange

224 258 267 276 287 295
red earth pale-pink hot-pink fuchsia classical red royal red

308 316 360 374 384 392
lilac plum sky-blue azure ultramarine Indian tur-

quoise

404 412 424 426 448 454
turquoise May-green garish green evergreen dark green artichoke

512 534 543 561 562 576
skin cinnamon coffee-

coloured
silver grey slate grey black

807
light topaz

Colour choice
..38 485

610 620
brilliant 
silver

brilliant gold

Colour choice
..38 486

 

  
38 487 000 (1) 
assortment Multi Gloss 59 ml

DecoArt Acrylic Gloss All Purpose Paint 
- Luminous glossy water-based acrylic paint for many surfaces 
- Especially well suitable for porcelain and glass 
- Dishwasher-safe on glass and ceramic after stoving 
- highly pigmented, very good coverage, non-fade, colour intensive 
 
Application: 
- The surface must be clean, dust- and grease-free 
- After drying (for 48 hours), bake it for 30 minutes in a cold oven at 170 °C 
- Cool it down in the oven 
- Not suitable for direct contact with food productsGloss paint, water-based, for glass, 
glazed ceramics, wood and many other surfaces. All colours can be mixed among them-
selves. Suitable for dishwasher after baking: let it dry for 48 hours, afterwards bake at 
170 °C for  
30 minutes. Not suitable for direct contact with food.
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38 610 (6) 
Patio Paint 
bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

 

  
38 526 000 (1) 
Assortment PatioPaint, 59 ml

102 104 160 162 166 208
white ivory lemon golden 

yellow
honey yellow mandarine

213 214 220 224 262 266
capri orange orange-red terracotta red earth baby pink salmon-pink

267 286 287 304 314 366
hot-pink cherry classical red blackberry violet Bavarian blue

374 376 384 390 392 409
azure royal blue ultramarine lagoon Indian tur-

quoise
pastel-green

422 426 430 446 452 454
grass green evergreen pine-green Black Forest avocado artichoke

508 532 534 544 560 576
beige nougat cinnamon chestnut light grey black

610 620 640 702
brilliant 
silver

splendid gold brilliant 
copper

colourless

Colour choice
..38 610

DecoArt Patio Paint 
- extremely weatherproof and non-fading 
- ideal on concrete, any kind of shape for the garden, walls, brick, terra-cotta, wood and stone 
- for home and garden 
- easy application 
- abrasion-resistant 
- water-based 
- no protective varnish necessary
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38 611 (1) 
Patio Paint 
bottle 236 ml 
See colour choice

102 104 160 162 213 224
white ivory lemon golden 

yellow
capri orange red earth

286 374 422 446 454 508
cherry azure grass green Black Forest artichoke beige

534 576 620 702
cinnamon black splendid gold colourless

Colour choice
..38 611

 

  
38 517 000 (1) 
Assortment PatioPaint, 236 ml

  
38 611 702 (1) 
Patio Paint 
bottle 236 ml 
colourless

 
38 610 702 (6) 
Patio Paint 
bottle 59 ml 
colourless

DecoArt Patio Paint - colourless 
A product for many various applications: 
- As a coating for Patio Paint painted objects increases the 
deep gloss of the colour 
- Ideal for the napkin technique as an additional protective 
varnish 
- For priming, so that the original colour-shade of the 
surface is maintained To ground, to keep the original tone of 
the surface. 
 
2. To paint objects, which are painted with Patio Paint, to 
increase the brightness. 
 
3. Ideal for napkin-technique
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38 046 (6) 
Acrylic tinker paint 
bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

102 104 105 160 162 208 210 213 216
white ivory alabaster 

white
lemon golden 

yellow
mandarine orange capri orange melone

262 264 267 276 278 280 287 288 290
baby pink pink hot-pink fuchsia light red �ery red classical red brick red wine-red

297 298 308 312 316 317 318 360 374
burgundy port lilac lavender plum blue purple purple velvet sky-blue azure

376 379 385 386 390 392 409 410 412
royal blue true blue ultramarine 

blue
navy-blue lagoon Indian tur-

quoise
pastel-green sea aqua May-green

414 417 424 430 446 454 508 512 519
lime Hauser light 

green
garish green pine-green Black Forest artichoke beige skin lighter ochre

520 542 544 546 560 572 576 610 620
cashmere chocolate chestnut mocha light grey anthracite black brilliant 

silver
brilliant gold

840
emerald 
green

Colour choice
..38 046

 

  
38 568 000 (1) 
Assortment Acrylic Tinker Paint, 59 ml 
big

DecoArt Acrylic Basic 
- Very good covering hobby acrylic paint 
- For all kinds of handicrafts on many various surfaces 
- Excellent price/quality ratio
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38 052 (1) 
Acrylic-paint 
bottle 235 ml 
See colour choice

Poster Paint 
- Ready-to-use, versatile, well mixable and easily spreadable paint 
- After drying becomes again water soluble 
- Therefor, ideal for children, school and nursery

  
38 566 (3) 
Poster Paint 
bottle 500 ml 
See colour choice

102 104 162 213 262 287
white ivory golden 

yellow
capri orange baby pink classical red

379 386 409 424 446 512
true blue navy-blue pastel-green garish green Black Forest skin

544 576 610 620
chestnut black brilliant 

silver
brilliant gold

Colour choice
..38 052

102 162 210 278 287 314
white golden 

yellow
orange light red classical red violet

376 387 424 514 544 576
royal blue midnight 

blue
garish green dark comple-

xion
chestnut black

Colour choice
..38 566

 

  
38 518 000 (1) 
Assortment Acrylic tinker paint 
2 w. 236ml Bottles

 

  
38 567 000 (1) 
Assortment Poster Paint

POSTER PAINT
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38 959 (4) 
Finger paint 
a can of 150ml 
See colour choice

102 160 210 264 284 314
white lemon orange pink cardinal red violet

379 426 540 576
true blue evergreen brown earth black

Colour choice
..38 959

 

  
38 963 000 (1) 
assortment of �nger paints 
2units+each 1VE set �ng.paint (4er/6er)

Content: 
4 x 150ml (160 Lemon, 284 Cardinal red, 
379 True blue, 426 Evergreen)

  
38 961 000 (4) 
Set �nger paint 
4 x 150ml, various colours, box

Content:  
6 x 150ml (102 White, 160 Lemon, 284 
Cardinal red, 379 Real blue, 426 Evergreen, 
576 Black)

  
38 962 000 (4) 
Set �nger paint 
6 x 150ml, various colours, box

Color for kids - Finger Paint 
The paint for the youngest artists over the age of 2 
- ideal for use with �ngers and hands 
- covering, quick drying, matt 
- easily washable from 30°C 
- suitable for paper, cardboard, glass, tiles, mirror, canvas, 
wood, stone 
- overpainted window panes, tiles or the like are easy to clean 
with lukewarm soapy water 
- protect against bitter substances before unintended con-
sumption 
- dermatologically tested 
- paraben-free, gluten-free, lactose-free, vegan 
- complies to the European Toy Safety Standard EN71-7
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38 955 (6) 
Kids Craft Colour 
bottle 80ml 
See colour choice

  
38 957 (3) 
Kids Craft Colour 
bottle 250ml 
See colour choice

102 160 210 284 285 314
white lemon orange cardinal red red magma violet

376 379 426 540 576
royal blue true blue evergreen brown earth black

Colour choice
..38 955

102 160 284 376
white lemon cardinal red royal blue

426 540 576
evergreen brown earth black

Colour choice
..38 957

 

  
38 956 000 (1) 
Range of kids craft colour 
1 pack + 1 VE set kids craft colours

 

  
38 958 000 (1) 
Range of kids craft colour 
bottle 250ml

Content: 
 6 x 80ml (102 White, 160 Lemon, 284 Car-
dinal red, 376 Royal blue, 426 Evergreen, 
576 Black)

  
38 960 000 (4) 
Set Kids craft colours 
6 x 80ml, various colours, box

Color for kids - Children Craft Colour 
- ready-for-use water-based paint ideal 
for children older than 5 years 
- easy to spread, covering, mixable, quick 
drying, matt 
- washable at 30°C 
- for paper, cardboard, canvas, wood, 
papier-mâché, terracotta, modelling 
compound, etc. 
- complies with European toy safety 
standards EN71 
- for �xing the washable Craft Colour,we 
recommend the clear varnish
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38 700 (6) 
Window-Color "easy paint" 
bottle 80 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 710 (6) 
Window-Color, outline paint 
bottle 80 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 703 (6) 
Neon colours "easy paint" 
bottle 80 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 701 (6) 
Window-Color "easy paint" 
bottle 80 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 702 000 (6) 
Luminous paint "easy paint" 
bottle 80 ml

CONTENT:  
Per 1 bottle "easy paint" 80 ml 
38 700 164 corn yellow 
38 700 280 �ery red 
38 700 384 navy-blue 
38 700 446 Black Forest 
38 710 576 black (Outline paint) 
 
3 motifs 
1 Foil 20 x 30 cm 
Lea�et

  
38 770 000 (5) 
Complete set "easy paint"

102 160 164 213 275 279
white lemon corn yellow capri orange reddish-

purple
cadmium red

280 287 295 316 384 386
�ery red classical red royal red plum ultramarine navy-blue

404 426 436 446 512 536
turquoise evergreen palm Black Forest skin hazel-nut

543 552 572 576 610 620
coffee-
coloured

dark brown anthracite black brilliant 
silver

brilliant gold

701 702
frost colourless

Colour choice
..38 700

102 572 576 606 616 702
white anthracite black silver gold colourless

Colour choice
..38 710

160 280 424
lemon �ery red garish green

Colour choice
..38 703

610 620
brilliant 
silver

brilliant gold

Colour choice
..38 701

 

  
38 712 000 (1) 
Assortment Easy Paint

  
38 731 00 (6) 
Window-Color empty bottle 
80 ml

Window Colour 
- Peelable window painting colour 
- The motifs painted on a foil after drying can be detached of the foil and adhere well 
onto smooth surfaces - easily again removable 
- Top-transparent and super smooth 
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38 500 (6) 
Fabric paint 
bottle 34 ml 
See colour choice

 

  
38 514 (6) 
Neon fabric paint 
bottle 34 ml 
See colour choice

102 160 162 206 216 218
white lemon golden 

yellow
peach melone dark orange

220 224 262 274 280 284
terracotta red earth baby pink heather �ery red cardinal red

304 310 314 316 358 372
blackberry orchid violet plum baby blue denim blue

374 384 404 406 410 414
azure ultramarine turquoise dark turquo-

ise
sea aqua lime

424 430 454 512 528 546
garish green pine-green artichoke skin mustard mocha

558 576
rock-grey black

Colour choice
..38 500

160 210 278 384
lemon orange light red ultramarine

Colour choice
..38 514

 

  
38 515 000 (1) 
Assortment fabric paint, 34 ml

FABRIC PAINT

Deco Art Fabric-Textile paint  
- Highly covering creamy acrylic paint especially for textiles 
- For cotton, linen and blended fabrics with natural �bres 
- Thanks to the highly pigmented formula is also ideal for dark surfaces 
- To increase the optical brilliance apply 2 coats of paint 
- Paint - dry - wear: no �xing required 
 
Application: 
- Before painting, pre-wash textiles without softener 
- Painted textiles are after drying (about 2 days) washable (wash inside 
out with a soft detergent) 
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38 509 (6) 
Metallic fabric paint 
bottle 34 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 502 (6) 
Paint effect pearl glimmer 
bottle 34 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 951 (1) 
Fabric painting color 
bottle 236ml 
See colour choice

606 620
silver brilliant gold

660
brilliant 
bronze

Colour choice
..38 509

102 162
white golden 

yellow

284 376
cardinal red royal blue

410 576
sea aqua black

606
silver

Colour choice
..38 502

102 162 280 314
white golden 

yellow
�ery red violet

374 424 546 576
azure garish green mocha black

Colour choice
..38 951
 

  
38 954 000 (1) 
Assortment of fabric painting color 
bottle 236ml

FABRIC PAINT

Bulk packs - especially suitable for schools, seminars, etc.
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38 891 (6) 
Basic-Pen 
bottle 28ml 
See colour choice

  
38 892 (6) 
Glitter Effect-Pen 
bottle 28ml 
See colour choice

  
38 893 (6) 
Metallic effect pen 
bottle 28ml 
See colour choice

102 161 210 264 287 376
white sun yellow orange pink classical red royal blue

414 426 576
lime evergreen black

Colour choice
..38 891

264 287 606 616 800
pink classical red silver gold crystal

Colour choice
..38 892

104 576 606 616
ivory black silver gold

Colour choice
..38 893

  
38 935 000 (1) 
Assortment Basic-Pen / Effect 
Pen 28ml 
18 colours

Basic & Effect-Pens 
- universal acrylic paint in a practical liner-container 
- for �ne decorations, writings and ornaments 
- after drying becomes waterproof 
- with a slightly raised structure and a noble sheen or glitter - or rather metallic effects 
 
Application: 
- the surface must be clean, dust- and grease-free 
- fabrics (cotton and blended fabric up to 20% synthetic �bre) musst be free of �nish-
ing 
- washing resistant after 24 hours, wash in a laundry bag or on the reverse side at 40°C 
- iron on the reverse side with little pressure on a smooth surface 
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Bead-Pen 
- Universal acrylic paint in a practical liner-container 
- For creation of half-beads with metallic gloss 
- After drying becomes waterproof 
 
Application: 
- The surface must be clean, dust- and grease-free 
- Fabrics (cotton and blended fabrics up to 20% synthetic 
�bres) must be free of �nishing 
- Washing resistant after 24 hours, wash in a laundry bag or 
on a reverse side at 40°C 
- Iron on the reverse side with little pressure on a smooth 
surface

  
38 890 (6) 
Pearl-Pen 
bottle 28ml 
See colour choice

3D-glass pen 
- Transparent dried-out acrylic paint speci�cally for glass and 
many others 
The surfaces 
- Ideal for �ne decorations, smoothing and stencilling 
- Objects washable by hand 

  
38 660 (6) 
3-D Glassdecor pen  
30 ml 
See colour choice

102 576 258 287 376 404 426 606 616
white black pale-pink classical red royal blue turquoise evergreen silver gold

Colour choice
..38 890

161 210 287 314 374 412 572 606 616
sun yellow orange classical red violet azure May-green anthracite silver gold

Colour choice
..38 660

 

  
38 936 000 (1) 
Assortment Pearl-Pen / 3D Glas-Pen 
28ml 
 18 colours
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38 861 (6) 
Marble Paint 
Marble paint, glass 20 ml 
See colour choice

102 160 161 210 276 287
white lemon sun yellow orange fuchsia classical red

314 356 376 404 416 428
violet light blue royal blue turquoise apple green leaf green

576 606
black silver

Colour choice
..38 861

 

  
38 862 000 (1) 
Assortment "Marble Paint" 
12 colours, 1 unit of each

Content: 
5 Plastic eggs 6 cm 
4 Bottles Marble Paint 20 ml, in following 
colours: light blue, yellow, orange, light 
green 
5 wooden spits 10 cm, 3 mm ø 
5 m organza ribbon 
5 hangers 
20g deco-grass 
Instructions

 
38 864 000 (3) 
Marble paint kit "eggs" 
4 colours, 5 eggs incl. equipment, bucke

Content: 
5 Plastic eggs 6 cm 
5 Plastic mini-eggs 3.8 cm 
3 Small Bottles Marble Paint 20 ml, in fol-
lowing colours light green, yellow, orange  
10 wooden spits 10 cm, 3 mm ø  
Instructions 
ca. 5 g deco grass

 
38 865 000 (3) 
Marble paint kit "Egg carton" 
3 colours, 10 eggs incl. equipment

MARBLE PAINT

Marble Paint 
- brilliant marble paint for marbling by dipping 
- lightfast, weatherproof 
- glass with practical dropper inlet for easy and precise working 
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Content:: 
 
89 106 .. Blackboard Colour, 12 pieces each 
in color 02 white and 49 various colors 
38 807 000 Blackboard Colour black, 59ml, 
12 bottles 
38 808 000 Blackboard colour black 118 
ml, 6 bottles 
38 806 000 Blackboard colour for 
glass&porcellaine 59 ml, 12 bottles 
38 803 000 Blackboard varnish transparent 
59 ml, 12 bottles 
38 804 000 Blackboard varnish transparent 
118 ml, 6 bottles 
38 805 000 Blackboard varnish transparent 
236 ml, 6 bottles 
40 Stencils A5  ( 5 pieces per motiv) 
50 Prospects 

  
38 799 000 (1) 
Display "Blackboard colour" 
427x355x470mm

  
89 106 02 (12) 
Chalk for blackboards 
80x9,5 mm, box 12 pcs. 
white

  
89 106 49 (12) 
Chalk for blackboards 
80x9,5 mm, box 12 pcs. 
mixed

Blackboard Textile Paint 
- water-based 
- for light and dark untreated textiles 
with a high percentage of natural 
�bres 
 
Application: 
- after drying (2-3 hours) iron on the 
backside for 5 min. (cotton tempe-
rature) 
- afterwards writeable with chalk and 
can be wiped-off damply 
- washable inside out at 40°C

  
38 855 576 (6) 
blackboard colour Textile 
bottle 50ml 
black Paint Blackboard Style - glass & 

porcelain 
- Water-based 
- For glass and porcelain 
- After drying and baking you can 
write on it with chalk and it can be 
wiped off damply 
 
Application: 
- Cover well & entirely by using the 
brush or the foam stamp 
- Let it dry well (4 days), after baking 
(in the not pre-heated oven 30 min. 
/165°C - cool down in the oven) 
dishwasher safe

  
38 806 000 (6) 
Blackboard colour glass & 
porcelain 
black, bottle 59ml

  
Blackboard colour black 
38 807 000 bottle 59 ml (6)
38 808 000 bottle 118ml (6)

  
Blackboard varnish transparent 
38 803 000 silk mat, bottle 59ml (6)
38 804 000 silk mat, bottle 118ml (6)
38 805 000 silk mat, bottle 236ml (1)

 

  
38 809 000 (1) 
Assortment blackboard colour

COLOUR FOR BLACKBOARDS

Varnish blackboard style - trans-
parent 
- Transparent water-based black-
board varnish for recoating of acrylic 
colours 
- After drying (24 hours) you can 
rewrite on it with chalk and it can be 
wiped off damply 
 
Application: 
- Paint in two or more layers with a 
brush or an inking roller crosswise 
over the dried-out acrylic paint 
- 59 ml = approx. 1.25 m2 / 118 ml = 
2.5 m2 / 236 ml = 5 m2

Blackboard Paint 
- Water-based 
- After drying (approx. 14 hours) you 
can write on it with chalk and it can 
be wiped off damply 
 
Application: 
- Apply it in two or more layers with 
a brush or an inking roller crosswise 
- 59 ml = approx. 1.5 m2 (118 ml = 
approx. 3 m2)
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Medium for texturizing Medium for glimmer varnish

Varnish for cracking effect

Medium for structural sandDrying time extender

All purpose patina

 

  
38 521 000 (1) 
Assortment mediums, 59 ml

Glue for napkins

Structural paste

Structure-Ice

MEDIUMS 
with the different mediums and different techniques you can get many different effects.   
 
It can be covering, paste-like, structural, antique, with cracking effect, patiniert, with sand effect,  dimensional, primed, with water-
color-effect, pearly, glittering like gold leaf, shiny as gloss, weatherproof, sealed, clad  . 
 
No problem - choose the correct medium to the DecoArt colour and there you go.

MEDIUMS / PAINTS / GLUES
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- For a transparent protective cover on painted surfaces 
- Fast-drying, non-yellowing, also suitable for the laminating of thin papers

  
38 020 000 (6) 
Varnish 
bottle 59 ml 
splendid

  
38 022 000 (6) 
Varnish 
bottle 59 ml 
silky mat

  
38 021 000 (6) 
Varnish 
bottle 59 ml 
mat

  
38 016 000 (6) 
Varnish mat 
tin 59 ml

- Transparent varnish topcoat 
- It seals the coats of paint and makes them 
weather-resistant, non-yellowing

  
38 015 000 (6) 
Gloss varnish 
tin 59 ml

  
Triple Gloss 
38 066 000  for indoors, tin 118 ml (6)
38 067 000 for indoors, tin 236 ml (3)

- A clear, very glossy varnish 
- Gives the substrate a deep luster 
glaze 
- 3-fold thick with onlu 1 coat, dries 
fast, non-yellowing and does not rip 
- For deep structures or porous subs-
trates a second coat is needed

  
3-D Effect varnish on water base 
38 627 000 bottle 100 ml (6)
38 628 000 bottle 50 ml (6)

- Impasto drying transparent, not 
�uid 
- Suitable as a protective varnish, 
as well as for underlining individual 
areas for e.g. by decoupage

  
Brillant varnish for in- and outside 
38 043 000 bottle 59 ml (6)
38 108 000 bottle 118 ml (6)

- High-quality polyurethane varnish 
- For solid, �exible and clear protec-
tive coatings of painted surfaces 
- Extremely resistant, non-yel-
lowing, fast-drying

MEDIUMS / PAINTS / GLUES
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- Delays the drying time of the 
paint 
- Thus, techniques such as pati-
nating, wet-on-wet painting or 
airbrush are possible 
- Mix in the ratio 1:1 with the 
acrylic paint 

  
38 011 000 (6) 
Drying time extender 
bottle 59 ml

- With this medium, all DecoArt 
acrylic paints are suitable for the 
textile painting 
- Colourless and transparent, does 
not change the colour brilliance 
- Mix in the ratio 1:1 
- After painting, let it dry for 1-2 
days, �x it afterwards by ironing.  

  
38 012 000 (6) 
Medium for textile drawing 
bottle 59 ml

- Colourless priming coat and pores-
�ller for wooden surfaces and other 
highly absorbent substrates 
- Non-yellowing 
- Apply thinly and after drying 
polish the wooden surfaces with a 
�ne sandpaper, before further paint 
coats remove the grinding dust

  
38 023 000 (6) 
Varnish for wood 
bottle 59 ml

- Illuminates any acrylic 
paint 
- Works at best with 
transparent or light  co-
lours, after the drying 
apply one or several 
layers of the night-bright 
medium 
- Can also be applied 
undiluted

  
38 192 000 (6) 
Glow in the dark medium 
bottle 59 ml

- Ideal for painting of 
wax, well-covering 
- Mixing ratio 1:1 with 
the acrylic paint

  
38 437 000 (6) 
Candle medium 
bottle 59 ml

- Provides a soft and nacre 
glimmer 
- Mix in the ratio 1:1 with 
the acrylic paint or apply 
directly onto the painted 
and dry surface

  
38 102 000 (6) 
Medium for pearl-glimmer 
bottle 59 ml

- Ideal for bonding the 
top napkin-layer on 
different substrates 
- For the indoor use

  
38 061 000 (6) 
Glue for napkins 
bottle 59 ml

MEDIUMS / PAINTS / GLUES
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Varnish for cracking effect 
38 010 000 bottle 59 ml (6)
38 027 000 bottle 235 ml (1)

- For the crackle varnish technique 
- Ground the surface with acrylic paint -.let it dry 
- Thereafter, apply the crackling varnish, let it dry for 
about half an hour, then spread a contrasting colour in one 
direction 
- The upper layer crackles and thus the lower colour layer is 
visible through the crackles

- To thicken the acrylic paint 
- Ideal for techniques with spatulas and other dimensional 
works 
- Mix in the ratio 1:1 with the desired colour shade of the 
acrylic paint. The colour remains unaltered

  
38 103 000 (6) 
Medium for texturizing 
bottle 59 ml

- For crease-free ironing of napkins 
while heat-tolerant

  
38 107 000 (6) 
Hot Gloss medium 
bottle 59 ml

- Creates a rough and sandy surface 
- Mix it in the ratio 1:1 and spread 
it with a brush or a spatula

  
38 104 000 (6) 
Medium for structural sand 
bottle 59 ml

- Just spread it simply over the 
painted and dried-out surface 
- Dries transparent with a silky 
lustre and glimmer-effect

  
38 106 000 (6) 
Medium for glimmer varnish 
bottle 59 ml

MEDIUMS / PAINTS / GLUES
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- Gives the surface an antique look 
- Apply it on painted workpieces with 
a brush, then remove it immediately 
with an absorbent, clean cloth 
- Within the deepening remains a 
residual patina 
- Let it dry for at least 24 hours 
- Also suitable for varnishing of a raw 
wood and paper-mâché  

  
38 006 (6) 
All purpose patina 
bottle 59 ml 
See colour choice

102 533 544 545 702
white oak chestnut walnut colourless

Colour choice
..38 006

- Provides a perfect frosty effect 
on glasses, mirrors, ceramics and 
plastics 
- Apply it on a substrate with a 
small sponge by using template or 
freehand 
- For a more intense effect dab out 
more layers 
- Let it dry for 24 hours, can be 
cured 20 min. in a oven at 160°C 
- Wash the glasses by hand, the 
paint can be removed with a glass 
scraper

 
38 100 102 (6) 
Frost effect paint 
bottle 50 ml 
white

- As an adhesive surface for magnets 
- Contains high-quality, non-rusting 
iron powder 
- Adheres on many surfaces such 
as wood, paper-mâché, MDF, glass, 
metal, ceramics, stone 
- The magnetic effect is reinforced by 
repeated spreads 
- Let it dry for about 3 hours

  
38 811 00 (3) 
Magnet grounding 
bottle 250 ml

- Snow-white paste with a classy 
mica straight from the liner 
- ideal for writing and delicate, 
accurate decorating 
- Acid-free and therefor also suitable 
for paper

  
38 130 000 (6) 
Glimmer-Pen 
bottle 59 ml

- Snow-white paste straight from the liner 
- Ideal for writing and delicate, accurate decorating 
- Fluffy like a freshly fallen snow 
- Acid-free and therefor also suitable for paper

  
38 075 000 (6) 
Snow-Pen 
bottle 59 ml

  
38 076 000 (1) 
Display Snow-Pen 
12 bottles à 59 ml

MEDIUMS / PAINTS / GLUES
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CONTENT: 
 
38 042 000 Structure-snow, 5 boxes 
38 074 000 Glimmer Structure-snow, 5 
boxes 
38 716 000 Structure-Ice, 5 boxes 
38 717 000 Glimmer Structure-Ice, 5 boxes 
38 719 000 Window-snow, 5 boxes 
38 708 000 Snow-Pen, 12 bottles 
38 711 000 Glimmer Snow-Pen, 12 bottles 
38 714 000 Ice-Pen, 12 bottles 
38 715 000 Glimmer Ice-Pen, 12 bottles 
38 718 000 Window Snow-Pen, 12 bottles 
50 lea�ets

  
38 722 000 (1) 
Display "Snow & Ice" 
306x314x365mm

- �ne sandy, snow-white water-based 
structure compound  
- after drying dimensionally stable, 
water- and weather-proof

  
38 708 000 (6) 
Snow-Pen 
bottle 30ml

- �ne-sandy, snow-white, water-based 
structure compound with glimmer 
- after drying dimensionally stable, 
water- and weather-proof

  
38 711 000 (6) 
Glimmer Snow-Pen 
bottle 30ml

- crystal clear, �rm water-proof struc-
ture gel 
- perfect for making icicles  
- after drying transparent, dimensio-
nally stable, water- and weather-proof 

  
38 714 000 (6) 
Ice-Pen 
bottle 30ml

- crystal clear, �rm water-based struc-
ture gel with glimmer 
- perfect for making icicles  
- after drying transparent, dimensio-
nally stable, water- and weather-proof

  
38 715 000 (6) 
Glimmer Ice-Pen 
bottle 30ml

- frost white, peelable water-based 
structure gel 
- for painting directly from the liner 
- After drying may be again removed of 
surfaces without leaving any residues

  
38 718 000 (6) 
Window Snow-Pen 
bottle 30ml

- crystal clear, �rm water-based struc-
ture gel 
- perfect for stencilling and �lling 
- after drying transparent, dimensio-
nally stable, water- and weather-proof

  
38 716 000 (5) 
Structure-Ice 
box 100ml

- crystal-clear, �rm, water-based 
structure gel with glimmer 
- ideal for stencilling and �lling 
- after drying transparent, dimensi-
onally stable, water- and weather-
proof

  
38 717 000 (5) 
Glimmer Structure-Ice 
box 100ml

- frost white, peelable, water-based 
structure gel 
- perfect for stencilling and �lling 
- after drying may be again removed 
of smooth surfaces without leaving 
any residues 

  
38 719 000 (5) 
Window Snow 
box 100ml

  
38 723 000 (1) 
Assortment "Snow & 
Ice"
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Structural snow 
38 013 000 tin 59 ml (6)
38 042 000 box 118 ml (6)
38 070 000 tin 472 ml (3)

- A granular, snow-white, highly viscous acrylic paste 
- Ideal for textured surface effects 
- Ideal for wood, paper-mâché, MDF, Styrofoam, ceramics, metal, canvas, etc. 
- Can be dyed or painted with the acrylic paint

  
Structural snow, coarse 
38 041 000 box 58 ml (6)
38 213 000 tin 118 ml (6)
38 073 000 tin 472 ml (3)

  
Patio Paint structural snow 
38 035 000 for outdoors, tin 
59 ml (6)
38 214 000 for outdoors, tin 
118 ml (6)
38 072 000 for outdoors, tin 
472 ml (3)

- Weather-resistant (after a drying time of about 72 hours) 
- Suitable for outdoor use 
- Overpaintable after 2-3 hours

- Water-based 
- With a frosty glittering effect

  
38 074 000 (6) 
Glimmer snow 
tin 118 ml
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- Fine, white �ller with 0.4 mm small quartz pearls  
- For relief-like and three-dimensional surfaces and for embed-
ding of objects 
- Ideal for wood, paper-mâché, MDF, ceramics, metal, canvas, 
etc. 
- Apply a layer up to 1 cm thick layer, the drying time depen-
ding on the application, approx. 2-3 hours 
- Can be dyed and painted with an acrylic paint

  
38 238 000 (4) 
Structural paste 
�ne, box 500 g

- Coarse-grained white �ller with 0.6 mm big quartz pearls 
- For relief-like, three-dimensional coarse-sanded surfaces and 
for embedding of objects 
- Ideal for wood, paper-mâché, MDF, ceramics, metal, canvas, 
etc. 
- Apply a layer up to 1 cm thick layer, the drying time depen-
ding on the application, approx. 2-3 hours 
- Can be dyed and painted with an acrylic paint

  
38 239 000 (4) 
Structural paste 
coarse, box 500 g

- Creamy white �ller 
- For relief-like and three-dimensional surfaces and for embed-
ding of object 
- Ideal for wood, paper-mâché, MDF, ceramics, metal, canvas, 
etc. 
- Apply a layer up to 1 cm thick layer, the drying time depen-
ding on the application, approx. 2-3 hours 
- Can be dyed and painted with an acrylic paint

  
38 522 000 (1) 
Assortment Structural paste

  
Decorating paste 
38 036 000 tin 59 ml (6)
38 026 000 tin 118 ml (1)
38 048 000 tin 236 ml (1)

 

  
Paste for spatula motives 
38 237 000 box 500g (4)
38 759 000 box 200g (6)

MEDIUMS / PAINTS / GLUES

- Transparent structural medium for dimensional working and 
for the embedding of objects 
- Ideal for wood, paper-mâché, MDF, ceramics, metal, canvas, 
etc. 
- Apply it with a spatula, the drying time depends on layer 
thickness - approx. 4-12 hours 
- Can be dyed or painted with the acrylic paint
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34 504 000 (6) 
Textile strengthener 
box 150ml

- To stiffen fabrics, clothes, leather, paper etc. 
- Just brush or dip the object 
- Dries quickly and transparent, non-yellowing 
- After drying, the object can be painted with the acrylic paint 
- By overcoating with the clear varnish it becomes weather-
resistant

  
34 505 00 (1) 
Textile strengthener 
500 ml

  
34 509 000 (1) 
Textile strengthener 
bottle 750ml

- For �xing of artistic works 
with pastel, chalk, charcoal 
and pencil  
- Allows a transparent 
protective �lm 
- Dries quickly, not yel-
lowing 
- Based on organic solvents

  
34 013 00 (6) 
Fixativ spray 
box 300 ml

  
34 168 000 (1) 
Assortment varnish+Textile strengthener 
1 drawer

 
34 004 00 (12) 
Varnish, spray,  
bottle 150 ml 
silky mat

 
34 005 00 (12) 
Varnish, spray,  
bottle 150 ml 
mat

 
34 006 00 (12) 
Varnish, spray,  
bottle 150 ml 
splendid

MEDIUMS / PAINTS / GLUES

- Clear varnish for spraying 
- Thus, an extremely �ne, uniform protective coating is possible 
- Dries fast, not yellowing 
- Based on organic solvents
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- Uniform, extra-�ne spray mist with 
metallic brilliance 
- Especially for paper works, styro-
foam, smooth surfaces such as glass, 
mirror, ceramic, metal

  
34 089 000 (1) 
Display Glitter spray �ne 
24 Glitter spray cans, 125 ml, box

  
34 088 (12) 
Glitter spray �ne 
box 125ml 
See colour choice

287 428 606
classical red leaf green silver

616 690
gold iris

Colour choice
..34 088

- Nice frost �ower effects 
- Suitable for window, 
glass surfaces and mirror 
- Washable with water

 
34 007 00 (12) 
Frost work spray,  
bottle 150 ml

- For winterly snow-
effects 
- Suitable for window, 
glass surfaces and mirror 
- Washable with water

 
34 003 00 (12) 
Snow spray, suitable for 
styrofoam 
box 150ml

 
Glimmer spray,  
bottle 150 ml 
34 008 06 gold (12)
34 008 22 silver (12)

- Water-based 
- Shiny, coarse-grained 
mica

 
Deco-spray, suitable for styro-
foam 
bottle 150 ml, w.o. �. hydrocarbon 
34 002 06 gold (12)
34 002 22 silver (12)

- For luxurious surfaces in 
metallic look 
- Suitable for styrofoam

 

  
34 167 000 (1) 
Assortment effect spray 
1 drawer
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- Water-based acrylic varnish quality for highest standards 
- Polystyrene-resistant, fast drying, low odor, very high opacity, sparsely spray mist 
- After drying-out is weather-resistant 
- Suitable for indoors and outdoors 
- Washable with water within 20 minutes 
- Corresponds to the DIN EN 71-3 - saliva resistant and can be safely used for children's toys

  
34 145 (6) 
Acrylic spray 
Can, 200 ml 
See colour choice

102 161 210 264 274 287
white sun yellow orange pink heather classical red

385 404 412 416 444 508
ultramarine 
blue

turquoise May-green apple green �r green beige

509 552 560 572 576 610
taupe dark brown light grey anthracite black brilliant 

silver

620
brilliant gold

Colour choice
..34 145

- Ideal for protection of painted 
surfaces 
- Seals optimally and extends the 
adhesion of the paint coat 
- Has the same excellent properties as 
the acrylic spray

  
34 146 000 (6) 
Acrylic spray clear varnish 
matt, can 200 ml

- Ideal for preparing problematic 
substrates before the painting 
- For an optimal adhesion, e.g. on 
uneven, highly absorbing substrates or 
plastics 
- Has the same excellent properties as 
the acrylic spray

  
34 147 000 (6) 
Acrylic spray priming 
grey, can 200 ml

 

  
34 151 000 (1) 
Assortment "Acrylic Spray" 
21 colours, 1 unit of each

COLOUR SPRAY
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- Luminous, highly pigmented 
porcelain-ink 
- Valve-/pumping system for a rich 
paint application 
- Opaque and permanent 
- Surface must be dust- and grease-
free 
- After the burn-in is dishwasher-
safe 
- Therefore, allow the paint to dry 
for 4 hours, do not burn it in a pre-
heated baking oven, let it cool down 
in the oven 
- Maintain an open airway in the 
dining and living space

  
38 709 (6) 
Porcelain & glass marker 
1-2 mm 
See colour choice

  
38 734 (6) 
Porcelain & glass marker Effect 
1-2 mm 
See colour choice

102 162 210 262 276 286
white golden 

yellow
orange baby pink fuchsia cherry

291 314 374 387 404 416
bordeaux violet azure midnight 

blue
turquoise apple green

426 428 538 576
evergreen leaf green fawn black

Colour choice
..38 709

267 286 387 426 606 616
hot-pink cherry midnight 

blue
evergreen silver gold

Colour choice
..38 734

  
38 724 576 (6) 
Porcelain & glass marker Contour 
Contour 1mm 
black

Tip of the markers can be easily remo-
ved and cleaned. 
If the ink is dried up the tip can be 
replaced.

 
38 773 000 (5) 
Replacement tips 
porcelain marker 
1-2mm,tab-bag 5pc

Content: 
Marker for porcelain & glass, 22 colours 
each colour has 
9 pens 
Outline marker, 18 pens

  
38 739 000 (1) 
Display: Porcelain & glass marker

PORCELLAIN / GLASS MARKER

Contour

Glimmer 
EFFECT
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- Odorless liquid chalk 
- Valve-/pumping system for a rich 
paint application 
- Wipeable with a damp cloth on 
smooth non-absorbent surfaces 
- Not suitable for blackboards 
- Surface must be dust- and grease-
free

  
38 830 (5) 
Crayon marker 
chock tip 2-6 mm 
See colour choice

102 160 210 264 280 314
white shiny yellow shiny orange shiny pink �ery red violet

374 424 576 610 620
azure shiny green black brilliant 

silver
brilliant gold

Colour choice
..38 830

Content: 
11 colours, all in all 60 pens 
white 10 pens, other colours 5 pens each  

  
38 831 000 (1) 
Display: Crayon marker, �lled 
15x15x28cm, measurements Display incl. H

 

  
38 953 000 (1) 
assort. marker porcellaine/glass/chalk 
2 drawers

CHALK MARKER
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- High-quality textile drawing pen 
- The valve/pumping system for a rich 
paint application 
- Quick-drying, highly opaque and 
pigmented fabric ink 
- Ideal suitable on dark fabrics (cotton, 
linen, jute, wool and many other 
synthetic fabrics) 
- After the �xing with the iron, was-
hable at 30°C

  
35 000 (5) 
Fabricl marker opaque 
round point 2-4 mm, with valve 
See colour choice

  
35 001 (5) 
Fabric marker glitter opaque  
round point 1-2 mm, with valve 
See colour choice

102 160 210 262 287 358
white lemon orange baby pink classical red baby blue

374 416 428 576 606 616
azure apple green leaf green black silver gold

Colour choice
..35 000

264 287 314 376 428 576
pink classical red violet royal blue leaf green black

610 620
brilliant 
silver

brilliant gold

Colour choice
..35 001

Content:  
Fabric marker opaque: 10 colours, 5 pcs. of each, 2 colours 10 pcs. of each 
(Colour 102+576) 
Fabric marker glitter: 6 colours 5 pcs. of each, 2 colours 10 pcs. of 
each(Colour 610+620) 
Fabric marker �n point: 10 colours 5 pcs.of each, 1 colour 10 pcs.(Colour 
01) 
Fabric marker thick point: 10 colours 5 pcs. of each, 1 colour 10 pcs.
(Colour 01)

  
35 004 000 (1) 
Display: Fabric marker

FABRIC MARKER
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- Just start painting without pumping 
- Perfect for children, with a resistant 
tip 
- Washable at 30°C without �xing

  
38 235 (5) 
Textile drawing pens with �n point 
See colour choice

01 04 09 10 11 13
black medium 

brown
medium blue dark blue light green dark green

18 20 34 39 88
red yellow orange purple fuchsia

Colour choice
..38 235 + 38 254 ..

  
38 254 (5) 
Textile drawing pens with thick point 
See colour choice

 

  
35 010 000 (1) 
assort.textil marker&fabric 
marker 
2 drawers

Content:  
per 5 pens in each of the 11 colours 
(10 pens in colour black) 
 
Measure of the display incl. header:  
Height 28 cm, Width 15 cm, Depth 15 cm

  
38 530 00 (1) 
Display Textile drawing pens, full 
thick point

Content:  
per 8 pens in each of the 11 colours 
(16 pens in colour black) 
 
Measure of the display incl. header:  
Height 28 cm, Width 15 cm, Depth 15 cm

  
38 532 00 (1) 
Display Textile drawing pens, full 
�ne point

 
38 445 00 (5) 
Textile drawing pens-set, short version 
tab-bag 6 pens

TEXTILE PEN
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- High-quality, varnish-like acrylic ink 
- Valve/pumping system for a rich paint application 
- Ideal for rough and porous substrates 
- Non-fading, highly covering and does not bleed through the 
paper 
- Quick-drying and weather-resistant 
- The ink and the plastic comply with EN71-3

  
35 006 (5) 
Acrylic marker 
Round tip 1-2 mm, with valve 
See colour choice

 

  
35 007 (5) 
Acrylic marker 
Round tip 2-4 mm, with valve 
See colour choice

102 576 606 616 638
white black silver gold copper

Colour choice
..35 006

606 616 102 576 638 161 210 268 286
silver gold white black copper sun yellow orange antique pink cherry

287 314 374 376 424 448 544 560
classical red violet azure royal blue garish green dark green chestnut light grey

Colour choice
..35 007

- Universal varnish painting pen based 
on organic solvents 
- Especially suitable for smooth and 
dif�cult surfaces as well as for paper 
- Valve-/pumping system for a rich 
paint application 
- Shiny, good coverage, quick drying 
- Lightfast and weather-resistant

  
38 249 (5) 
All purpose marker 
round tip 2-4mm, with valve 
See colour choice

01 02 04 09 10 11
black white medium 

brown
medium blue dark blue light green

13 18 20 34 36 39
dark green red yellow orange antique rose purple

Colour choice
..38 249

ACRYL-MARKER

ALL PURPOSE MARKER
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All sets of pens are packed each in 
SB-boxes with a viewing window.

 
35 009 000 (4) 
Set of textile markers well covering 
Round tip 2-4mm, w.valve, set 5pcs

Content:  
per each 1 fabric drawing pen "�ne tip":  
Yellow 20, red 18, dark blue 10, light green 
11, black 01

 
35 012 000 (4) 
Set of textile drawing pens, �ne tip 
set 5pcs

Content:  
per each 1 fabric drawing pen "thick tip":  
Yellow 20, red 18, dark blue 10, light green 
11, black 01

 
35 013 000 (4) 
Set of textile drawing pens, thick tip 
set 5pcs

Content:  
per each 1 porcelain- & glass-marker:  
Golden yellow 162, cherry red 286, night 
blue 387, apple green 416, black 576

 
38 983 000 (4) 
Set of porcelain & glass markers 
1-2mm, set 5pcs

Content:  
per each 1 All Purpose marker thick tip: 
gold, silver  
per each 1 All Purpose marker �ne tip: 
gold, silver

 
38 984 000 (4) 
Set of All Purpose markers gold/silver 
2x thick tip, 2x �ne tip, set 4 pcs

Content: 
35 007  10 pens in each colour 
102 and 576 
35 007   5 pens in each colour 
161, 210, 287, 286, 314, 268, 
374, 376, 448, 424, 544, 560  
35 006   5 pens in each colour 
102, 576, 616, 606, 638  
38 249   10 pens in each colour 
02, 01, 18, 10  
38 249    5 pens in each colour 
20, 34, 39, 36, 09, 13, 11, 04 
38 261   10 pens in each colour 
06, 22  
38 260   10 pens in each colour 
06, 22  
(Totally 240 pens)  

35 008 000 (1) 
Display and All-purpose marker 
48 fan

  
Marker, thick point "M" 
38 261 06 gold (5)
38 261 22 silver (5)

  
Marker, �ne point "S" 
38 260 06 gold (5)
38 260 22 silver (5)

  
35 011 000 (1) 
assortment Acrylic -&All purp.marker 
2 drawers

Acrylic & All Purpose marker

Content:  
per each 1 textile-marker:  
White 102, Lemon 160, Classic blue 287,  
Azure blue 374, Apple green 416
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- A pen with 2 tips for calligraphy, perfect for paper 
- 5,0 mm and 2,0 mm tips 
- Water-based pigment ink, acid-free 
- High light fastness, waterproof, odorless

 
78 694 (6) 
Calligraphy pen 
2+5 mm, tab-bag 1 pc 
See colour choice

 
78 069 01 (6) 
Calligraphy pen  brush + double line 
tab-bag 1 pc 
black

 
78 070 01 (6) 
Calligraphy pen 
2+3,5 mm, tab-bag 1 pc 
black

 
78 693 22 (6) 
Calligraphy pen metalic  
2+3,5 mm, tab-bag 1 pc 
silver

 
78 693 06 (6) 
Calligraphy pen metalic  
2+3,5 mm, tab-bag 1 pc 
gold

  
38 528 (12) 
Metallic pen 
See colour choice

02 06 22
white gold silver

Colour choice
..38 528

- Luminous on light and dark papers 
- Fine tip, easy writing 
- Long-lasting

  
38 529 (12) 
Pen-glitter-metallic 
See colour choice

07 10 16
turquoise dark blue pale-pink

Colour choice
..38 529

- Suitable for labelling of even surfaces 
- Dimensionally stable universal tip 
- Smudge- and waterproof 
- Drying fast, odorless, light- and weather-resistant

 
38 369 01 (5) 
Overhead marker permanent 
0,8 mm, tab-bag 1 pce. 
black

- Easy and simple to apply 
- By pumping the air blows over 
the tip of the felt pen and takes the 
colour with it, the result is a �ne 
paint mist 
- Ideal for paper

  
38 650 00 (5) 
Air Brush spray pump

  
38 651 49 (5) 
Air Brush pens 
Bag 10 colours assorted 
mixed

01 11 33 39
black light green pink purple

Colour choice
..78 694
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- Acrylic stencil-paint 
- Colour can be perfectly processed  with a �ne, high-quality screen printing stencil 
- Thus particularly delicate, sophisticated motifs can be stenciled or printed 
- Colour intensive, non-fading, high opacity 
- Ideal for fabrics with a high natural �ber content 
- Prewash fabrics without a softener 
- Allow the paint application to dry out for at least 24 hours 
- Fix it by ironing (level 2), wash it manually inside out

 
38 481 (6) 
My Style Textile Colour 
on blister card, bottle 29ml 
See colour choice

 
38 483 (6) 
My Style fabric paint, metallic 
29 ml bottle on blister card 
See colour choice

100 105 167 215 267 287
snowwhite alabaster 

white
indian yellow cadmiumo-

range bright
hot-pink classical red

308 376 388 390 414 426
lilac royal blue dark mid-

night blue
lagoon lime evergreen

535 576
taupe-brown black

Colour choice
..38 481

610 617
brilliant 
silver

cashmere 
gold

Colour choice
..38 483 

38 699 (6) 
My Style Textile Colour Neon 
on blister card, bottle 29ml 
See colour choice

160 210
lemon orange

264 424
pink garish green

Colour choice
..38 699

 
38 496 00 (6) 
My Style transfer glue for fabrics 
25 ml bottle, tab-blister

- Multifunctional and on both sides reusable 
- Suitable for ironing in combination with fabric paints that must be �xed 

  
38 329 00 (5) 
Ironing paper A4, white 
bag 5 sheets

 
38 644 00 (5) 
Ironing paper DINA3, silicone both sides 
41 g/m2, tab-bag 5 sheets

With the transfer glue for fabrics and 
the metal effect foils you can apply 
effects similar to metal on textiles.

SCREEN-PRINTING STENCIL PAINT
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- High-quality, self-adhesive screen printing stencil 
- Very �ne, soft tissues for delicate motifs 
- Adheres to many substrates: fabric, wood, canvas frame, paper, cement, terracotta... 
- We recommend for the printing the Rayher's screen printing stenciling-paint 
- Each stencil contains a scraper

 
45 083 000 (4) 
Stencil Palm Leaf 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + 1 scraper in tab-bag

 
45 086 000 (4) 
Stencil Flamingo 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + 1 scraper in tab-bag

 
45 087 000 (4) 
Stencil Hibiscus 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + 1 scraper in tab-bag

 
45 088 000 (2) 
Stencil Hummingbird 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + 1 scraper in tab-bag

 
45 089 000 (2) 
Stencil Pineapple 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + 1 scraper in tab-bag

 
45 085 000 (4) 
Stencil 2 Flamingos 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + 1 scraper in tab-bag

All stencils with 
coating knife!

SCREEN-PRINTING STENCILS
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45 000 00 (2) 
Stencil, Love-Bird 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 002 00 (2) 
Stencil, Heart 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 011 00 (2) 
Stencil: alphabet small 
letters 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag  
handwriting

 
45 012 00 (2) 
Stencil: alphabet capital 
letters 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag  
linear

 
45 017 00 (2) 
Stencil: Earphones 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 003 00 (2) 
Stencil, Skull 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 020 00 (2) 
Stencil: Future Girl 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 001 00 (2) 
Stencil, Crown 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + 
coating knife, tbag 

 
45 049 00 (2) 
Stencil, Adage + Angel 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag

 
45 048 00 (2) 
Stencil, Rose 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 050 00 (2) 
Stencil, Football  
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag

 
45 029 00 (2) 
Stencil: Butter�y 
DIN 
A4,1stencil+coating 
knife in tab-bag

SCREEN-PRINTING STENCILS
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45 031 00 (2) 
Stencil: Horse 
DIN A4,1stencil+coating knife 
in tab-bag

 
45 033 00 (2) 
Stencil: Peace 
DIN A4,1stencil+coating knife 
in tab-bag

 
45 034 00 (2) 
Stencil: Star 
DIN A4,1stencil+coating knife 
in tab-bag

 
45 036 00 (2) 
Stencil: Ich Liebe ... 
DIN A4,1stencil+coating knife 
in tab-bag

 
45 064 000 (2) 
Stencil Meadow beauty 
DIN A4, 1 sten.+1 coat.knife 
in t-bag

 
45 063 000 (2) 
Stencil Hubertus 
DIN A4, 1 sten.+1 coat.knife 
in t-bag

 
45 046 00 (1) 
Stencil, Skyline 
DIN A3, 1 stencil + coating knife, tbag 

 
45 043 00 (1) 
Stencil: Hearts 
DIN A3,1stencil+coating knife in tab-bag

 
45 009 00 (2) 
Stencil: Superstar 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating knife, tbag 

SCREEN-PRINTING STENCILS
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45 018 00 (2) 
Stencil: Vintage Design 
DIN A4, 1 stencil + coating knife, tbag 
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45 060 000 (4) 
Stencil Deer luck 
DIN A5, 1 sten.+1 coat.knife 
in t-bag

 
45 024 00 (4) 
Stencil: Ornament 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 021 00 (4) 
Stencil: Crown 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 027 00 (4) 
Stencil: blobs 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag 

 
45 065 000 (4) 
Soft Stencil: Vintage Beauty 
DIN A5,1 stencil + 1 coating 
knife, tab-

 
45 068 000 (4) 
Stencil Owls 
DIN A5,1 stencil + 1 coating 
knife, tab-

 
45 066 000 (4) 
Stencil Labels 
DIN A5,1 stencil + 1 coating 
knife, tab-

 
45 069 000 (4) 
Stencil Gently lace 
DIN A5,1stencil + 1 coat. knife, 
tab-bag

 
45 059 000 (4) 
Stencil Edelweiss 
DIN A5, 1 sten.+1 coat.knife 
in t-bag

 
45 062 000 (4) 
Stencil Noble deer 
DIN A5, 1 sten.+1 coat.
knife in t-bag

 
45 040 00 (4) 
Stencil: Feathers 
DIN A5,1stencil+coating knife 
in tab-bag

 
45 067 000 (4) 
Stencil Vintage Poesie 
DIN A5,1 stencil + 1 
coating knife, tab-

 
45 037 00 (4) 
Stencil: Heart 
DIN 
A5,1stencil+coating 
knife in tab-bag

 
45 057 00 (4) 
Stencil, Dinosaur 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag

 
45 055 00 (4) 
Stencil, Cat 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + coating 
knife, tbag

 
45 052 00 (4) 
Stencil, Sheep 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + 
coating knife, tbag

 
45 051 00 (4) 
Stencil, Dog 
DIN A5, 1 stencil + 
coating knife, tbag

SCREEN-PRINTING STENCILS
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45 081 000 (2) 
Stencil Statement 
DIN A5,1stencil+1Coat. knife 
in tab bag

 
45 079 000 (4) 
Stencil cancer+lobster 
DIN A5,1stencil+1Coat. knife 
in tab bag

 
45 077 000 (4) 
Stencil birdcage 
DIN A5,1stencil+1Coat. knife 
in tab bag

 
45 080 000 (4) 
Stencil Cupcakes 
DIN A5,1stencil+1Coat. knife 
in tab bag

 
45 078 000 (4) 
Stencil Fox 
DIN A5,1stencil+1Coat. knife 
in tab bag

 
45 082 000 (2) 
Stencil �ower ornaments 
DIN A5,1stencil+1Coat. knife 
in tab bag

 
45 076 000 (4) 
Stencil cutlery 
DIN A5, 1stencil+1coating 
knife in t-bag

 
45 075 000 (4) 
Stencil Sailing 
DIN A5, 1stencil+1coating 
knife in t-bag

SCREEN-PRINTING STENCILS
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Stenciling brush, round 
tab-bag 1 pce. 
37 303 00 bristles 16 mm (5)
37 304 00 bristles 5 mm (5)
37 305 00 bristles 8 mm (5)
37 306 00 bristles 10 m m (5)

- durable, laser-cutted polyester stencil 
- PVC free  
- easy to clean, reusable 
- Usable from both sides and can be positioned individually

 
38 901 000 (2) 
Stencil brocade motive 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.

 
38 907 000 (2) 
Stencil Numbers 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.

 
38 904 000 (2) 
Stencil Café Paris 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.

 
38 905 000 (2) 
Stencil Harlequin 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.

 
38 908 000 (2) 
Stencil franz. Schrift 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.

 
38 906 000 (2) 
Stencil French Living 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.

 
38 909 000 (2) 
Stencil Rue Le Verrier 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.

 
38 911 000 (2) 
Stencil Vintage key 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1 pc.
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Ornament approx. ø 14cm

 
38 976 000 (3) 
Stencil Ornament 
15.25x20.32cm, tab-bag 1pc

Honeycombs approx. 7x7cm

 
38 967 000 (2) 
Stencil honeycomb stylish 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

Honeycombs approx. 
3.6x4cm

 
38 968 000 (2) 
Stencil honeycomb classic 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

Mandala approx. ø 26.5cm

 
38 969 000 (2) 
Stencil Mandala 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

Dots approx. ø 3.8cm

 
38 970 000 (2) 
Stencil Polka Dots 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

Birds, leaves and branches: 
approx. 3.5-11cm

 
38 972 000 (2) 
Stencil feathered friends 
30.5x30.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

Letters approx. 8cm high, 
various background-
designs for the letters are 
included.

 
38 973 000 (2) 
Stencil letters+designs 
30.5x30.5cm, classic, tab-bag 
4pcs

Letters approx. 8cm high, 
various background-
designs for the letters are 
included.

 
38 974 000 (2) 
Stencil letters+designs 
30.5x30.5cm, playful, tab-bag 
7pc

Words approx. 1.5x4.5cm 
- 2.5x6cm

 
38 975 000 (3) 
Stencil Inspirations 
15.25x20.32cm, tab-bag 1pc

- durable, laser-cutted polyester stencil 
- PVC free  
- easy to clean, reusable 
- Usable from both sides and can be positioned individually
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Plants approx. 11.5-20cm

 
38 978 000 (2) 
Stencil Botanic 
20.32x20.32cm, tab-bag 2pcs

Motif approx. 6.5-16.5cm

 
38 979 000 (2) 
Stencil Tropical 
20.32x20.32cm, tab-bag 2pcs

Motifs approx. 8-14 cm

 
38 980 000 (2) 
Stencil Succulents 
20.32x20.32cm, tab-bag 2pcs

Sayings approx. 8x7cm

 
38 977 000 (2) 
Stencil Live the day 
15.25x45.72cm, tab-bag 2pcs

- durable, laser-cutted polyester stencil 
- PVC free  
- easy to clean, reusable 
- Usable from both sides and can be positioned individually
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- Self-adhesive, �exible, reusable 
- Adhere very well to surfaces such as creative-cement, glass, porcelain, plastics, metal, ceramics, wood, paper-mâché, MDF, fabrics, etc. 
- Ideal for stenciling with acrylic paints, Chalky, fabric paints, deco-metal, etc.

 
38 944 000 (5) 
Stencil set 1, A5 
self-adhesive, 2 designs, tab-
bag 2pcs.

 
38 945 000 (5) 
Stencil set 2, A5 
self-adhesive, 2 designs, tab-
bag 2pcs.

 
38 946 000 (5) 
Stecil set 3, A5 
self-adhesive, 2 designs, tab-
bag 2 pcs.

 
38 947 000 (5) 
Stencil set 4, A5 
self-adhesive, 2 designs, tab-
bag 2pcs.

 
38 894 000 (5) 
Stencil DIN A5: Statements 
210x148mm, self-adhesive, 
tab-bag 1pc

- Self-adhesive, stable, 
reusable 
- Adhere very well on 
surfaces such as creative-
cement, glass, porcelain, 
plastics, metal, ceramics, 
wood, paper-mâché, MDF, 
fabrics, etc. 
- Ideal for stenciling with 
acrylic paints, Chalky, 
fabric paints, deco-metal, 
etc.

 
38 886 000 (5) 
Stencil DIN A5: Christmas 
motives 
210x148mm, self-adhesive, 
tab-bag 1pc

 
38 887 000 (5) 
Stencil DIN A5: Basic Motive 
210x148mm, self-adhesive, 
tab-bag 1pc

 
38 888 000 (5) 
Stencil DIN A5: capital 
letters 
210x148mm, self-adhesive, 
tab-bag 1pc

 
38 889 000 (5) 
Stencil DIN A5: Numbers 
1-24 
210x148mm, self-adhesive, 
tab-bag 1pc
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38 467 00 leaf border 38 469 00 rose ornaments

38 244 00 grasses38 472 00 rose tendril38 262 00 butter�y

38 361 00 scripture 1 38 363 00 scripture 2 38 364 00 classical 
scripture 1

38 365 00 classical 
scripture 2

38 475 00 butter�ies

38 602 00 Circles

 
Stencil (2) 
30x30 cm, tab-bag 1 pce.

self-adhesive - �exible - reusable

 
38 920 000 (3) 
Glueing letters big a. small 
3cm,DIN A4,self-adhesive, tab-
bag 3sheet

 
38 921 000 (3) 
Glueing letters cursive 
writing 
3cm,DIN A4,self-adhesive, tab-
bag 3sheet

 
38 922 000 (3) 
Glueing letters block capitals 
5cm,DIN A4,self-adhesive, tab-
bag 4sheet

 
38 923 000 (3) 
Glueing letters cursive 
writing 
5cm,DIN A4,self-adhesive, tab-
bag 4sheet

self adhesive - �exible - reusable 
Ideal for blackboard colour for fabrics and other water-based paintings 
EN71-3 compliant 

 
38 850 000 (3) 
stencil: big Heart 
16x20,1cm, self-adhesive, tab-
bag 1pc

 
38 851 000 (3) 
stencil: wave Oval 
15x23,6cm, self-adhesive, tab-
bag 1pc

 
38 852 000 (3) 
stencil: sign 
15x22,4cm, self-adhesive, tab-
bag 1pc

 
38 853 000 (3) 
stencil: Speech bubble 
20,5x23,5cm, self-adhesive, 
tab-bag 1pc

 
Die cut (3) 
15x30 cm, tab-bag 1 pc

 
Stencil (3) 
15x60 cm, tab-bag 1 pc.
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Brush out of pure white bristle  
are suitable for easy paintwork as well 
as for priming and applying of paste. 

Fan-shaped brushes  
are used for special effects. They are 
especially suitable for gold plating as 
deco-metal has to be handled with 
care.

Flat brushes  
are used for painting big surfaces 
quickly. Due to the long handle it 
is possible to keept distance to the 
picture while painting. So this brush 
is suitable for painting in an upright 
position e.g. in front of an easle.

The mending brush  
combines the advantage of a �at and a 
round brush. With the �at side you can 
paint big surfaces quickly - the more 
pressure you put on the hair the wider 
become the lines.  However, with the 
narrow side you can create �ne lines 
and work out details.  
 
Due to the special shape and the 
durability of the hair these brushes 
are ideal for all hobby purposes, for 
handicrafts and painting lessons.

Round brushes  
are used for painting lines and for 
working out details. Due to the long 
handle you are able to keep distance to 
the picture. Therefore this brush is suit-
able for painting in an upright position 
e.g. in front of an easle.

Script liner  
have a long and thin end and are 
therefore suitable for writing.

Diagonal brushes  
are suitable for painting surfaces, lines 
and edges as well as for detailed work.

Brushes out of synthetic hair  
are especially suitable for painting 
with paste-like paint as oil, acryl and 
gouache. They are also suitable for 
painting with water colour. However, 
because of the short hair the brushes 
do not get enough colour for wet 
techniques.
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No labelling required on the 
brush, as the brushes are 
split up in �ve price groups, 
price group A-E. The price 
groups are printed on the 
brushes. The retail price can 
be written onto the header.   
 
The display for brushes can 
be integrated well in the 
Rayher paint display. 
 
The front row of the display 
contains real sable brushes 
which are brushes of very 
high quality.

  
37 143 00 (1) 
Display brushes

  
Brush round, synthetic 
37 108 00 size 1, short handle (12)
37 109 00 size 2, short handle (12)
37 110 00 size 4, short handle (12)
37 111 00 size 6, short handle (12)
37 112 00 size 8, short handle (12)
37 113 00 size 10, short handle (12)
37 139 00 size 12, short handle (6)
37 140 00 size 14, short handle (6)

  
Brights diagonal, synthetic 
37 120 00 size 4, short handle (12)
37 121 00 size 8, short handle (12)
37 122 00 size 12, short handle (12)

Content: 
 
In total 486 brushes 
 
Long �at brush, synthetic 
Sizes 12, 16 
6 pieces of each 
 
Short �at brush, synthetic 
Sizes 4, 8, 12 
12 pieces of each 
Sizes 16, 20 
6 pieces of each 
 
Diagonal �at brush, synthetic 
Sizes 4, 8, 12 
12 pieces of each 
 
Short fan brush, synthetic 
Sizes 2, 4, 8, 10 
6 pieces of each 
 
Short �lbert brush, synthetic 
Sizes 4, 8, 10 
12 pieces of each 
 
Short round brush, synthetic 
Sizes 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 
12 pieces of each 
Sizes 12, 14 
6 pieces of each 
 
Short rigger brush, synthetic 
Sizes 2, 6, 8 
12 pieces of each 
 
Short round liner brush, white 
bristles 
Sizes 6, 10 
12 pieces of each 
 
Short �at liner brush, white bristles 
Sizes 6, 10, 12 
12 pieces of each 
 
Short fan brush, white bristles 
Sizes 2, 4, 8 
6 pieces of each 
 
Short round brush, pure red sable 
bristles 
Sizes 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 
12 pieces of each 
 
Short �at brush, pure red sable 
bristles 
Sizes 6, 8, 10 
12 pieces of eachDimensions of the 
display including header: 
Width: 44 cm 
Depth: 22 cm 
Height: 55 cm 
 
Technical changes without prior 
notice.  
 
The acrylic glass elements are pro-
vided on a loan basis. 
No third-party products should be 
added.
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Fan brush, pure bristles white 
37 129 00 size 2, short handle (6)
37 130 00 size 4, short handle (6)
37 131 00 size 8, short handle (6)

  
Sign brush, pure white bristle 
37 132 00 size 6, round, short handle (12)
37 133 00 size 10, round, short handle (12)

  
Sign brush, pure white bristle 
37 134 00 size 6, �at, short handle (12)
37 135 00 size 10, �at, short handle (12)
37 136 00 size 12, �at, short handle (12)

  
Brights diagonal, synthetic 
37 120 00 size 4, short handle (12)
37 121 00 size 8, short handle (12)
37 122 00 size 12, short handle (12)

  
Brush �at, synthetic 
37 101 00 size 4, short handle (12)
37 102 00 size 8, short handle (12)
37 103 00 size 12, short handle (12)
37 104 00 size 16, short handle (6)
37 105 00 size 20, short handle (6)

  
Brush �at, synthetic 
37 106 00 size 12, long handle (6)
37 107 00 size 16, long handle (6)

  
Script liner, synthetic 
37 123 00 size 2, short handle (12)
37 124 00 size 6, short handle (12)
37 125 00 size 8, short handle (12)

  
Fan brush, synthetic 
37 126 00 size 2, short handle (6)
37 127 00 size 4, short handle (6)
37 128 00 size 8, short handle (6)
37 142 00 size 10, short handle (6)

  
Mending brush, synthetic 
37 117 00 size 4, short handle (12)
37 118 00 size 8, short handle (12)
37 119 00 size 10, short handle (12)
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Brush round red marten "Sable" 
37 144 00 size 0, short handle (12)
37 145 00 size 0, short handle (12)
37 146 00 size 2, short handle (12)
37 147 00 size 3, short handle (12)
37 148 00 size 3, short handle (12)
37 149 00 size 5, short handle (12)
37 150 00 size 6, short handle (12)
37 151 00 size 8, short handle (12)

  
Brights red marten "Sable" 
37 152 00 size 6, short handle (12)
37 153 00 size 8, short handle (12)
37 154 00 size 10, short handle (12)

Flat brushes  
are used for painting big surfaces quickly. Due to the long han-
dle it is possible to keept distance to the picture while painting. 
So this brush is suitable for painting in an upright position e.g. 
in front of an easle.

Sable brushes  
are suitable for special 
requirements. They are very 
soft and holds the colour 
very good.  

Round brushes  
are used for painting lines and for working out details. Due to 
the long handle you are able to keep distance to the picture. 
Therefore this brush is suitable for painting in an upright posi-
tion e.g. in front of an easle.
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1 of each bristle brush �at in the sizes 
4,8,16. 
Robust universal bristle brushes for 
all kind of pasty mediums, glues and 
pastes. Especially suitable for acrylic- 
and oil-paint on the easeL.

 
37 000 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assorted, FSC 100 
Bristle long-handled, tab-bag 3pc

1 of each bristle brush �at sizes 
10,14, round size 6, mending brush 
sizes 10,14. 
Robuste universal bristle brushes for 
all kind of pasty mediums, glue and 
pastes. Especially suitable for acrylic 
and oil paint on the easel.

 
37 064 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assorted, FSC 100 
Bristle long-handled, tab-bag 5pc

1 of each synthetic brush �at sizes 
10,12, mending brush size 8. 
High quality synthetic brush for 
liquid and pasty paints like aquarell, 
acrylic and oil paint. Also suitable for 
sophisticated work on the easel. Good 
form stability and colour storage 
capacity.

 
37 065 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assorted, FSC 100 
Synthetic ong-handled, tab-bag 3pc

1 of each synthetic brush �at size 10, 
round size 8, fan size 8. 
High quality synthetic brush for 
detailed work and effects. Ideal for 
aquarell, acrylic and oil paint. Good 
form stabilty and colour storage 
capacity.

 
37 066 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assorted, FSC 100 
Synthetic ong-handled, tab-bag 3pc

1 of each synthetic brush �at sizes 
4, 8, 16. 
High quality synthetic brushes for 
liquid and pasty paints like aquarell, 
acrylic and oil paint. Ideal for pain-
ting large surfaces and backgrounds. 
Also well suitable for sophisticated 
works on the easel.Good form stabili-
ty and colour storage capacity.

 
37 067 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assorted, FSC 100 
Synthetic ong-handled, tab-bag 3pc

1 of each synthetic mending brush in 
the sizes 4, 8, 16. 
High quality synthetic mending brush 
for liquid and pasty paints like aqua-
rell, acrylic- and iol-peint. Suitable 
for working on details as well as for 
plained work. Good form stability and 
colour storage capacity.

 
37 068 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assorted, FSC 100 
Synthetic ong-handled, tab-bag 3pc

1 of each synthetic brush �at sizes 
10, 14, round size 6, mending brush 
sizes 10, 14. 
High quality synthetic brushes for 
liquid and pasty paints like aquarell, 
acrylic and oil paint. Also suitable 
for sophisticated work on the easel. 
Good form stability and colour sto-
rage capacity.

 
37 069 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assorted, FSC 100 
Synthetic ong-handled, tab-bag 5pc
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1 of each synthetic brush �at, si-
zes  6,10, round sizes  6,10, mending 
brush size 8. 
High quality synthetic brush for 
�uid and pasty paints like aquarell, 
acrylic paint and oil paint. Also well 
suited for sophisticated works on the 
easel. Good form stability and colour 
storage capacity.

 
37 070 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" , assor-
ted, FSC 100 
Synthetic ong-handled, tab-
bag 5pc

1 of each bristle brush �at in the 
sizes  4, 8 ,12. 
Robust universal bristle brushes for 
all kind of pasty paints, mediums, 
glues and pastes. Especially suitable 
for acrylic- and oil- paint. Perfect for 
kindergarten, school and hobby.

 
37 071 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" assor-
ted, FSC 100% 
Bristle short-handled, tab-bag 
3pc

1 of each bristle brush  �at in the 
sizes  8, 12, synthetic brush round 
size 8. 
High quality universal brush for 
liquid and pasty colours like aquarell, 
acrylic paint or oil paint. Also sui-
table to work with glue and pastes. 
Real good form stability. Perfect for 
kindergarten, school and hobby.

 
37 072 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" assor-
ted, FSC 100% 
Bristle short-handled, tab-bag 
3pc

1 of each synthetic brush round in 
the sizes 2, 4, 6. 
High quality synthetic brushes. Ideal 
for aquarell, poster paint and also 
acrylic paint. Extremely �ne brush 
tips, good form stability and high 
colour storage capacity. Well suitable 
for working on details.

 
37 073 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" assorted, 
FSC 100% 
Synthetic short-handled, tab-
bag 3pc

1 Synthetic brush of each size round 
size 6, 8, �at size 10. 
High quality synthetic brush for li-
quid and pasty colours ilke aquarelle 
paint, acrylic paint, oil paint. Also 
very good suitable for challenging 
work. Perfectly for Kindergarten, 
school and hobby. Good dimension 
stability and colour storage capacity.

 
37 074 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" assor-
ted, FSC 100% 
tab-bag 3pc

1 of each synthetic brush round 
sizes 8, �at sizes 6, 10. 
High quality universal synthetic bru-
shes for liquid and pasty paints like 
aquarell, acrylic and oil paint. Good 
form stability and colour storage 
capacity. Perfect for kindergarten, 
school and hobby.

 
37 075 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" assor-
ted, FSC 100% 
tab-bag 3pc

1 of each synthetic 
brush round size 8, �at 
size 10, fan size 8. 
High quality synthetic 
brush for working on 
details and effects. 
Ideal for aquarell, acry-
lic- and oil-paint. Good 
form stability and 
colour storage capacity.

 
37 076 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" assorted, FSC 
100% 
Synthetic short-handled, tab-bag 3pc

1 of each synthetic 
brush round in the sizes 
8, 10, 12. 
High quality synthetic 
brushes. Ideal for aqua-
rell, poster paint and 
also acrylic paint. Real 
�ne brush tips, good 
form stabilityand high 
colour storage capacity.

 
37 077 000 (5) 
Set of brushes "Art" assorted, FSC 
100% 
Synthetic short-handled, tab-bag 3pc
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Synthetic round brush one of each 
sizes 1,5,12. 
High quality beginner brushes for 
school and kindergarten. Ideal as a 
brush for learning, easy to lead, good 
form stability, high colour storage ca-
pacity. For water-colour, poster paint, 
and acrylic paint. Supports creativity.

 
37 037 000 (5) 
Set o.brushes kinderg.+school, FSC 100% 
3 synthetic round brushes, tab-bag 3pc

Synthetic brush round one of each 
size 1,3,6,10. 
High quality beginner brushes for 
school and kindergarten. Ideal as a 
brush to learn fo kids, easy to lead, 
good dimension stability and ink sto-
rage capacity. For water colour, poster 
paint and acrylic paint. Supports 
creativity.

 
37 038 000 (5) 
Set o.brushes kinderg.+school, FSC 100% 
4 synthetic round brushes, tab-bag 4pc

Bristles brush �at, one of each size 
4,8,12. 
Basic brush for school, kindergarten 
and hobby.Ideal for working with 
pasty paints and mediums, also for 
the application of varnishes, glues 
and wax.

 
37 047 000 (5) 
Set o.brushes kinderg.+school, FSC 100% 
3 bristles brush �at, tab-bag 3pc

Bristles brush �at, one of each size 
6,12 and synthetic brush round, one of 
each size 2,6. 
High quality beginner brushes for 
school and kindergarten. Ideal as a 
brush for learning for kids, easy to 
lead, good dimension stability and 
ink storage capacity.For watercolour, 
poster paint, acrylic paint, varnishes 
and glue. Supports creativity.

 
37 048 000 (5) 
Set o.brushes kinderg.+school, FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 4pc

1 bristles brush of each size �at 
size  8,12 and 1 synthetic brush round 
of each size 2,6,10. 
High quality beginner brush for school 
and kindergarten.Ideal as a learning 
brush for kids, easy to lead, good 
dimension stability and ink storage 
capacity. For watercolour, poster 
paint, acrylic paint, varnishes and 
glue. Supports creativity.

 
37 049 000 (5) 
Set o.brushes kinderg.+school, FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 5pc

Pony hair brush round in the sizes 1, 
5, 10. 
Basic brush for acrylic paint and 
water-colour. Supports creativity.

 
37 050 000 (5) 
Set o.brushes kinderg.+school, FSC 100% 
3 pony hair brush, tab-bag 3pc
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Synthetic brush round, one of each 
size 2,6,10. 
High quality all-round brush, ideal 
for watercolour, acrylic- or oil paint. 
Good dimension stability and high ink 
storage capacity.

 
37 051 000 (5) 
Set of brushes hobby creativ FSC 100% 
3 synthetic brushes, tab-bag 3pc

 1 Synthetic brush round of each size. 
0,2,4,6. 
High quality basic brushes, ideal for 
acrylic- or oil painting. Good dimensi-
on stability and ink storage capicity.

 
37 052 000 (5) 
Set of brushes hobby creativ FSC 100% 
4 synthetic brushes,  tab-bag 4pc

1 synthetic brush round size 8 and �at 
sizes 6,10. 
High quality all-round brushes, ideal 
for watercolour, acrylic paint or oil 
paint. Good dimension stability and 
ink storage capacity.

 
37 053 000 (5) 
Set of brushes hobby creativ FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 3pc

Synthetic brushes, one of each size, 
round size 2,10, �at size 12, vertical 
size 10, fan size 10. 
High quality all-round brushes, ideal 
for water-colour, acrylic- or oil paint. 
Good dimension stability and ink sto-
rage capacity.

 
37 056 000 (5) 
Set of brushes hobby creativ FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 5pc

Synthetic brush one of each round size 
4,10, �at size 8. 
Especially suitable to paint fabric. 
Good dimension stability and ink 
storage capacity.

 
37 057 000 (5) 
Set of brushes fabric painting FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 3pc

Nylon brush, 1 of each, round size 0,4, 
�at size 4,10. 
Made of high quality stiff nylon, 
suitable for the painting of fabric. 
Good dimension stability and high ink 
storage capacity.

 
37 058 000 (5) 
Set of brushes fabric painting FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 4pc

One of each nylon brush round size 
0,8, �at size 8. 
Made of high quality stiff nylon and 
so very good suitable for the painting 
of fabric. Good form stability and high 
colour storage capacity.

 
37 059 000 (5) 
Set of brushes fabric painting FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 3pc

Synthetic brush round one of each 
sizes 2,6 and �at sizes 6,12.  
High quality basic brushes, ideal for 
water-colour, acrylic paint or oil paint. 
High form stability and colour storage 
capacity. 

 
37 054 000 (5) 
Set of brushes hobby creativ FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 4pc

1 synthetic brush round in each size 
2,6,10 and �at sizes 6,8,12. 
High quality all-round brushes, ideal 
for watercolour, acrylic paint or oil 
paint. Good dimension stability and 
ink storage capacity.

 
37 055 000 (5) 
Set of brushes FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 6pc
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Stenciling brush round sizes 2, 4 and 
bristles brush �at size 10. 
Especially suitable as brush for sten-
ciling and dipping technique. Good 
form stability and coulour storage 
capacity.

 
37 060 000 (5) 
Set of brushes stencil painting FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 3pc

One of each synthetik brush round 
size 8 and nylon brush �at sizes 6,16. 
Especially suitable for the decoupage 
techniques and other gluing tech-
niques like collages or for laminating. 
Good dimension stability and high 
colour storage..

 
37 061 000 (5) 
Set of brushes napkin technique FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 3pc

Synthetic brush round in the sizes 1,  
wide-round in size 8. 
Especially for working with varnish, 
to prime, for working with glue 
crackle technique and extensive pain-
ting with acrylic paint or oil paint. 
Good form stability and high colour 
storage capacity.

 
37 062 000 (5) 
Set of brushes prime/decorate FSC 100% 
assorted, tab-bag 2pc

The matching tools for CHALKY FINISH 
This extra soft synthetic brushes are suited for a homogenous paint application of CHalky Finish on all surfaces. The tough, rough round 
brushes made of white hog hair is well suitable to a rough paint application and for the use with cream wax. 
For the two-tone used-look we recommend the sandpaper set.

 
37 044 000 (6) 
Synthetic wide brush bevelled 
Size 25

 
37 045 000 (6) 
Synthetic wide brush �at 
Size 50

 
37 046 000 (3) 
Round brush, white 
bristles 
Size 24

 
89 530 00 (5) 
Sandpaper set, 40+60 grit 
115x280 mm, f.Shabby Chic, tab-bag 4pcs.

 
37 319 000 (5) 
Brush set "Chalky Basic" 
Size 6,12,20, tab-bag 3 pcs.
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Content: 
3 Round-shaped brush, size 4, 
8 and 12 
3 brights, size 4, 8 and 12

 
37 311 00 (5) 
Synthetic Hair Brush Set 
6 sizes on a card

Content: 
6 round-shaped brushes, size 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12

All brush sets are in a 
tap bag with red inlay 
and euro punch hole

 
37 312 00 (10) 
School-Paint-Brush Set, ox 
hair 
6 sizes on a card

Content: 
3 round-shaped brushes, size 
4, 6 and 8 
3 brights, size 2, 4 and 6

 
37 313 00 (10) 
Oil Painting Brush Set 
6 sizes on a card

ideal for wall paper technique 
 
Content: 
3 �at-shaped brushes: 20 mm, 
30 mm and 40 mm

 
37 314 00 (5) 
Oil Painting Brush Set 
3 sizes on a card

 
37 315 00 (5) 
Mottler - Set 
2 sizes on a card, 35+45 mm

 
Stenciling brush, round 
tab-bag 1 pce. 
37 304 00 bristles 5 mm (5)
37 305 00 bristles 8 mm (5)
37 306 00 bristles 10 m m (5)
37 303 00 bristles 16 mm (5)

- High class quality 
- Fine and regular colour 
application 
- Perfect stenciling results

  
Brush for napkin-technique 
37 309 00 10 mm (10)
37 310 00 16 mm (10)

 
37 308 00 (5) 
Set with brushes for napkin 
technique 
2 brushes on card (10 + 16 
mm)

 
37 318 000 (5) 
brush kit for stenciling big 
size ø10+16mm, tab-bag 2pc

 
37 317 000 (5) 
Set stenciling brushes small  
Size ø 8+5cm, tab-bag 2pc

  
38 024 000 (6) 
Detergent for stencils and 
brushes 
bottle 59 ml

Made in  
Germany

Made in  
Germany

Made in  
Germany
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An easy technique - painting with the 
sponge: 
Make the sponge wet, tip it lightly 
into the paint (possible to dilute with 
water), with the sponge you can pass 
along the wet or dry fabric.

 
38 241 00 (5) 
Sponge for painting 
tab-bag 3 pcs.

  
Sponge brush 
38 430 00 2,5 cm (10)
38 431 00 5,0 cm (10)
38 432 00 7,5 cm (10)
38 433 00 10 cm (10)

 
38 434 00 (10) 
Sponge stamps 
3 sizes,tag-bag 3 pcs. Sizes 10, 20, 30 

 
38 645 00 (6) 
Natural sponge set Fina, �ne pored 
3,5-5 cm, t-bag 5 pcs.

 
38 646 00 (6) 
Natural sponge set Grass, �ne/large por 
6-7,5 cm, t-bag 3 pcs.

 
38 849 000 (10) 
Caoutchouc painting sponge, 8cm ø 
8 parts, Highness: 2cm, tab-bag

- For effective wood grain and com-
bing technique 
- Apply on a primed substrate a 
mixture of an acrylic paint and a 
drying-time extender 
- Pull the grainer with extended 
handle through the still damp mix-
ture towards yourself. While doing 
so, move it slowly moving up and 
down.

 
89 364 00 (3) 
Tool for patterns 
7,5 cm wide

Lifestyle Stuccos 
Structure tools 
Ideal for different structures

 
38 203 00 (6) 
Lifestyle Stuccos tools for structure 
tap-bag 5 tools

  
38 952 00 (10) 
Sponge for painting, 50x20x20 mm 
bag 4 pcs.
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89 259 00 (1) 
Turntable, 28 cm ø 
for pottery, painting etc.

  
37 504 00 (10) 
Palettes to mix colours 
10 fold, 17,5 cm ø

 
Metallic spatula with movable point 
tab-bag 1 pce. 
38 031 00 length of the blade 25 mm (3)
38 032 00 length of the blade 50 mm (3)

(without 
brushes)

  
37 041 00 (2) 
Wash bowl for brushes 
18x18x9 cm

 
38 644 00 (5) 
Ironing paper DINA3, silicone both sides 
41 g/m2, tab-bag 5 sheets

- Multifunctional and on both sides 
reusable 
- Suitable for ironing in combination 
with fabric paints that must be �xed 

  
38 329 00 (5) 
Ironing paper A4, white 
bag 5 sheets

Ideal for copying motifs on 
fabrics. (copy the motif on 
transparent paper and then 
iron it on the fabric.) You can 
use the motifs around three 
times.

 
38 253 00 (5) 
Iron pattern-pencil 
tab-bag 1 pce. 
for dark fabrics

 
Phantom sketch-pencil 
tab-bag 1 pce. 
38 250 00 for light fabrics (5)
38 251 00 for dark fabrics (5)

Ideal for the drawing of outlines and marking of fabrics. 
 
visible during 2-4 days. 
 
No paint remains.

Ideal for washing out brushes.  
 
Preserves brushes and makes it easy to 
wipe off water and paint.
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38 843 102 (15) 
Cotton- plain, not printed 
25x21cm, bag 1pc 
white 
100% Cotton

  
38 844 102 (12) 
Cotton- plain, not printed 
42x38cm, bag 1pc 
white 
100% Cotton

  
38 816 505 (12) 
Cotton bag, plain 
42x38cm, bag 1pc 
natural 
100% Cotton

  
38 812 505 (15) 
Cotton bag, plain 
25x21cm, bag 1pc 
natural 
100% Cotton

  
38 813 576 (15) 
Cotton bag, plain 
25x21cm, bag 1pc 
black 
100% Cotton

  
38 817 576 (12) 
Cotton bag, plain 
42x38cm, bag 1pc 
black 
100% Cotton

  
38 822 505 (12) 
Cotton bag w. long handles 
42x38cm, handle approx. 
80cm, bag 1pc 
natural 
100% Cotton

  
38 823 102 (12) 
Cotton bag w. long handles 
42x38cm, handle approx. 
80cm, bag 1pc 
white 
100% Cotton

  
38 824 287 (12) 
Cotton bag w. long handles 
42x38cm, handle approx. 
80cm, bag 1pc 
classical red 
100% Cotton

  
38 824 576 (12) 
Cotton bag w. long handles 
42x38cm, handle approx. 
80cm, bag 1pc 
black 
100% Cotton

  
38 210 00 (25) 
Cotton bag, unprinted, beige 
38x42 cm 
100% Cotton

  
38 226 00 (100) 
Cotton bags, unprinted, 
beige 
25x21 cm 
100% Cotton

  
38 705 576 (12) 
Cotton-bag 
38x42cm 
black 
100% Cotton

  
38 704 576 (20) 
Cotton-bag 
21x25cm 
black 
100% Cotton

  
38 656 508 (25) 
Cotton bag w. long handle 
38x42cm, handle approx. 
80cm 
beige 
100% Cotton

  
38 657 102 (25) 
Cotton bag w. long handle 
38x42cm, handle approx. 
80cm 
white 
100% Cotton

  
38 658 287 (25) 
Cotton bag w. long handle 
38x42cm, handle approx. 
80cm 
classical red 
100% Cotton

  
38 658 576 (25) 
Cotton bag w. long handle 
38x42cm, handle approx. 
80cm 
black 
100% Cotton

loose looselooseloose

loose looselooseloose
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38 818 505 (12) 
Cotton bag w. Print: playing 
�eld 
42x38cm, bag 1pc 
natural 
100% Cotton

  
38 276 00 (25) 
Cotton bag, printed, beige 
38x42 cm 
Play ground 
100% Cotton

 
38 648 00 (12) 
Baumwoll-Tasche, bedruckt, 
beige 
38x42 cm, t-bag 1 pc. 
Princess 
100% Cotton

 
38 639 00 (12) 
Cotton bag, printed, beige 
38x42 cm, tab-bag 1pc. 
Motif. Pirate 
100% Cotton

 
38 647 00 (15) 
Baumwoll-Tasche, 
bedruckt, beige 
21x25 cm, t-bag 
1 pc. 
Cat 
100% Cotton

  
38 814 505 (15) 
Cotton bag w. 
Print: Clown 
25x21cm, bag 1pc 
natural 
100% Cotton

  
38 229 00 (25) 
Cotton bag,  
printed, beige 
25x21 cm 
Clown 
100% Cotton

  
38 815 505 (15) 
Cotton bag w. Print: 
friends 
25x21cm, bag 1pc 
natural 
100% Cotton

  
38 272 00 (25) 
Cotton bag, printed, 
beige 
25x21 cm 
Girl-friends 
100% Cotton

Solid Canvas quality. 

 
38 690 508 (12) 
Pencil case with zipper 
22x7x7cm, t-bag 1pc. 
beige 
100% Cotton

Solid Canvas quality. 

 
38 692 576 (12) 
Toiletry bag with zipper 
21x15x15cm, t-bag 1pc. 
black 
100% Cotton

Solid Canvas quality. 

 
38 691 576 (12) 
Pencil case with zipper 
22x7x7cm, t-bag 1pc. 
black 
100% Cotton

loose

looseloose
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38 277 00 (25) 
Cotton bag, printed, 
beige 
38x42 cm 
Enjoy your meal 
100% Cotton

   
38 274 00 (25) 
Cotton bag, printed, beige 
38x42 cm 
Kindergarten 
100% Cotton

 
  
38 216 00 (25) 
Cotton bag, printed 
Teddy, 38x42 cm 
100% Cotton

loose

loose loose
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Size suitable for Tablet-PC

  
38 771 505 (4) 
Sling bag w. adjustable strap 
20x25x6cm, 340g/m2, bag 1pc 
natural 
100% Cotton

  
38 772 576 (4) 
Sling bag w. adjustable strap 
20x25x6cm, 340g/m2, bag 1pc 
black 
100% Cotton

  
38 635 01 (2) 
Sling bag 
34x39 cm, with movable strings 
black 
100% Cotton

 
38 281 00 (12) 
Shoe bag, white 
32x35cm, with string, tab-bag 1pc 
100% Cotton

Sports bag also portable as backpack. 

 
38 694 576 (10) 
Sports bag with string 
38x42cm, t-bag 1pc. 
black 
100% Cotton

Sports bag also portable as backpack. 

 
38 693 102 (10) 
Sports bag with string 
38x42cm, t-bag 1pc. 
white 
100% Cotton
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91 499 00 (1) 
Cotton-apron 
60x80cm, w. Rayher-Logo 
100% Cotton

 
38 706 576 (4) 
Cotton apron 
70x95cm, tab-bag 1pc 
black 
100% Cotton

 
38 290 00 (4) 
Apron, 70x95 cm, white 
tab-bag 1 pce.  
100% Cotton

  
38 248 00 (5) 
Apron, cotton, beige 
60x80 cm 
100% Cotton
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38 707 576 (6) 
Cotton pillow slip with zipper 
40x40cm, tab-bag 1pc 
black 
100% Cotton

 
38 283 00 (10) 
Pillow slip, white 
50x50 cm, with zipper 
100% Cotton

 
38 288 00 (6) 
Pillow slip with zipper, white 
40x40 cm, tab-bag 1 pc. 
100% Cotton

 
38 336 00 (5) 
Pot holder, quadratic, 19x19 cm, white 
tab-bag 2 pcs.  
65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

 
38 857 102 (4) 
Tablecloth 
90x90cm, bag 1 piece 
white 
100% Cotton

 
38 285 00 (4) 
Table runner, 40x160 cm, 
white 
tab-bag 1 pce.  
100% Cotton

 
38 338 00 (6) 
Oven glove, 28x16 cm, white 
tab-bag 1 pce 
65% Polyester, 35% Cotton

 
38 286 00 (8) 
Napkin, 40x40 cm, white 
tab-bag 2 pcs.  
100% Cotton

 
38 287 00 (8) 
Placemats, white 
48x35 cm, tab-bag 2 pcs 
100% Cotton

38 795 000 (4) 
Textile doorstop owl 
31x24x7.5cmw. wiggling eyes, 
tab-bag 1pc 
100% Cotton

38 774 000 (4) 
Textile doorstop cat 
26x16x8cm, w. wiggling eyes, 
tab-bag 1pc 
100% Cotton

 
56 581 000 (10) 
Fabric bag 
12x16cm, tab-bag 2pc 
100% Cotton

  
38 219 00 (12) 
Little bag made of cotton, 
white 
17x13cm, bag 1pc 
100% Cotton

  
38 284 00 (10) 
Baseballcap, white 
w. hook-and-loop fastener 
100% Cotton
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1,7 cm

  
Canvas, 100 % linen 
330 g/ m2, grounded 
61 732 00 10x10x1,7 cm (12)
61 733 00 20x20x1,7 cm (8)
61 734 00 30x30x1,7 cm (6)
61 735 00 30x40x1,7 cm (6)
61 736 00 40x50x1,7 cm (6)

Hand covered canvas for oil and acrylic  
Triple grounded, acid-free  
100 % linen-330g/m2
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1,7 cm

 

  

 
rectangular
61 636 00 13x18x1,7 cm (8)
61 597 00 18x24x1,7 cm (8)
61 585 00 20x25x1,7 cm (8)
61 637 00 24x30x1,7 cm (8)
61 586 00 30x38x1,7 cm (6)
61 587 00 40x50x1,7 cm (6)
62 367 00 40x60x1,7 cm (10)
62 368 00 50x60x1,7 cm (10)
61 588 00 50x70x1,7 cm (4)
61 638 00 60x80x1,7 cm (2)
61 593 00 70x100x1,7 cm (2)

  

 
quadratic
61 581 00 10x10x1,7 cm (12)
62 372 00 15x15x1,7 cm (20)
61 582 00 20x20x1,7 cm (8)
62 360 00 25x25x1.7 cm (8)
61 583 00 30x30x1,7 cm (6)
61 584 00 40x40x1,7 cm (6)
61 595 00 50x50x1,7 cm (6)
61 596 00 60x60x1,7 cm (4)
62 373 00 80x80x1,7 cm (10)

 

  

 
long
61 594 00 18x40x1,7 cm (6)
62 362 00 20x100x1.7 cm (2)
61 590 00 23x60x1,7 cm (6)
61 591 00 35x70x1,7 cm (4)
62 361 00 40x80x1.7 cm (4)
61 639 00 40x100x1,7 cm (2)
61 592 00 45x90x1,7 cm (2)

  

 
sets
61 670 00 20x20x1,7 cm (3)
61 674 00 50x70x1,7 cm (3)  

Hanger for canvas 
62 398 00 3,8 cm, tab-bag, 2 pcs. (5)
62 399 00 1,7 cm,tab-bag, 2 pcs. (5)

  
62 042 00 (12) 
Wooden easel 
11x7,5x0,7 cm

Reverse side stapled

Canvas stringed with 100% cotton (330 g/qm)

Handmade, wooden frames for oil & acryl 
twofold primed, acid free 
100 % cotton - 330g/sqm

One set consists of three canvas of the 
same size 
(purchase quantity= 3 sets)
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48 340 000 (1) 
assortment artist's acrylic paint 
without canvas

Everyone is an artist! 
And there is the matching paint; 
optimal tool, required aid and ideal 
ground for every artist. 
 
The Rayher artist’s paint assortment 
is tailored to the requirements of 
eclectic amateur artists who would 
like to experiment and express their 
creativity in personal works of art. 
 
For us, quality is of great importance, 
and the assortment is optimised in 
line with the space. For art without 
boundaries; for artistic freedom!

ARTIST’S PAINT
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Study quality with high light 
fastness and opacity, water-based, 
drying silk-matt, Made in Germany.

 
38 912 (4) 
Acrylic 
Artists colours, tube 75 ml 
See colour choice

  
38 913 (3) 
Acrylic 
Artist colour, bottle 750ml 
See colour choice

Content: 
6 x 75 ml Acrylic artist's paint 
Colours: Titanium white, real-yellow lemon, 
real-red, permanent green, ultramarin blue, 
black

 
38 931 000 (4) 
Acrylic-Set 6 x 75 ml 
Artists paint, cardboard box 450ml

101 104 159 160 167 210
titanium 
white

ivory yellow light lemon indian yellow orange

273 508 512 265 282 286
cinnabar red 
bright

beige skin magenta carmine cherry

287 300 308 314 356 376
classical red english red lilac violet light blue cobalt blue

380 385 389 395 404 415
indigo blue ultramarine 

blue
coelin blue Phthalo blue turquoise permanent 

green dark

423 448 504 519 550 552
yellow-green dark green sand lighter ochre umber brown

560 576 606 616
grey black silver gold

Colour choice
..38 912

101 159 210 265 282 356
titanium 
white

yellow light orange magenta carmine light blue

385 423 552 576
ultramarine 
blue

yellow green brown black

Colour choice
..38 913

ARTIST’S PAINT
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-water-based 
- dilutable with water 
- mixable among each 
other 
- light resistant 
- dries out transparent-  
luminous 
- suitable for paper, 
cardboard, canvas, artist's 
board....

 
38 914 000 (6) 
Artist's set of watercolours 
8 colours x 12ml, set 96ml

 
38 915 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Aquarell 
12 colours x 12ml, set

 
38 916 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Aquarell 
24 colours x 12ml, set

- dilutable with turpentine / turpentine oil 
- mixable with each other 
- high brilliancy, colour brilliance, light-
fastness 
- can be applied thin as a glaze or with a 
spatula in layers 
- dries during 2-14 days per each layer thick-
ness, matt-shiny 
- suitable for canvas frames, artist's board ...

 
38 917 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Oil 
8 colours x 12ml, set

 
38 918 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Oil 
12 colours x 12ml, set

 
38 919 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Oil 
24 colours x 12ml, set

- water-based 
- dilutable with water 
- mixable among each other 
- light reistant 
- water resistant 
- dries fast and matt-shiny 
- suitable for canvas, paper, cardboard, 
artist's board, paper-mâché, wood...

 
38 924 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Acrylic 
8 colours x 12ml, set

 
38 925 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Acrylic 
12 colours x 12ml, set

 
38 926 000 (6) 
Artist's colours- Acrylic 
24 colours x 12ml, set

ARTIST’S PAINT
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- silk-matt varnish or �nish for 
acrylic paints 
- water-based 
- to protect from surface impact 
and/or changes of the gloss level 
- milky liquid, dries out clear and 
durable 
- dilutable with water, does not turn 
yellow

 
38 930 000 (3) 
Acrylic varnish silk-matt 
bottle 250ml

- shiny sealing or varnish for acrylic 
paint 
- water-based 
- to protect against surface impacts 
and / or changes of the shining level 
- milky liquid dries clear and 
resistant 
- dilutable with water, does not turn 
yellow

 
38 929 000 (3) 
Acrylic �rnis, shiny 
bottle 250ml

- high quality primer on water base 
- to prepare solid and textile pain-
ting supports for the acrylic- and 
oil-painting 
- excellent adhesion, stays elastic, 
dilutable with water, does not turn 
yellow 
- creates a solid anchoring of the 
painting with the surface

  
38 927 000 (3) 
Primer white 
box 500ml

- Fine water-based �ller 
- With small 0.4 mm quartz beads 
- For relief-like and 3D structures

  
38 933 000 (4) 
Structure paste �ne sand 
box 500g

- Coarse water-based �ller 
- With 0.6 mm quartz beads 
- For relief-like and coarse-sand 3D 
structures

  
38 934 000 (4) 
Structure paste coarse sand 
box 500g

- Also for the embedding of objects 
- Can be dyed or repainted with acrylic paint 
- The layer thickness should not exceed 1 cm in order to avoid cracking 
- For surfaces such as stretcher frames, canvas, wood, papier-mâché, terracotta, etc.

  
38 932 000 (4) 
Modelling paste 
box 500g

ARTIST’S PAINT

- high quality, water-based creamy 
paste 
- for relief-like and 3D structures
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- High quality, water-based creamy effect pastes 
- For relief-like and 3D structures 
- The layer thickness should not exceed 1 cm in order to avoid cracking 
- For surfaces such as stretcher frames, canvas, wood, papier-mâché, terracotta, etc.

  
38 937 606 (6) 
Structural paste 
box 150ml 
silver

  
38 937 608 (6) 
Structural paste 
box 150ml 
silver iridescending

  
38 937 616 (6) 
Structural paste 
box 150ml 
gold

  
38 937 639 (6) 
Structural paste 
box 150ml 
copper gold

- �ne waterbased smoothing compound, ultra-light 
- for relief-like and three-dimensional structures 
- also for embedding articles 
- due to its low weight, it's perfect for large surfaces 
- can be painted over or dyed with acrylic paint 
- for grounds such as stretcher frames, canvas, wood, paper-
maché, terracotta etc.

 
38 964 000 (4) 
Light structure paste 
tab-tube 75ml

- elastic, transparent, waterbased acrylic gel 
- for relief-like and three-dimensional structures 
- also for embedding articles 
- can be painted over or dyed with acrylic paint 
- for grounds such as stretcher-frames, canvas, wood, paper-
maché, terracotta, etc.

 
38 965 000 (4) 
Texturizing gel 
tab-tube 75ml

ARTIST’S PAINT
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38 784 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
Rainbow 

 
38 785 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
black, red, yellow

 
38 786 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
Rainbow intense tones

 
38 787 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
brown tones

 
38 788 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
violet, lilac, pink, white

 
38 789 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
green- and yellow tones

 
38 790 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
blue, lilac, white

 
38 791 000 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
violet, red, pink, white
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PAINT ME

Water-based make-up colour 
- Dermatologically tested 
- Perfume-free 
- Highly covering 
- Adheres very good 
- Very ef�cient 
- Sweating resistant 
- Washable with water
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38 792 161 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
sun yellow

 
38 792 264 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
pink

 
38 792 282 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
carmine

 
38 792 414 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
lime

 
38 792 426 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
evergreen

 
38 792 407 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
blue green

 
38 792 404 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
turquoise

 
38 792 385 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
ultramarine blue

 
38 792 314 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
violet

 
38 792 538 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
fawn

 
38 792 576 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
black

 
38 793 102 (4) 
"Paint me" make-up colour 
10g, tab-blister 1can 
white
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"Paint me" - Stencils 
- with especially rounded soft edges and partly slant base 
- mainly suitable to0 the Rayher Paint-me colours 
- usable on both sides, reusable, easy to clean 
- with individual instruction for each motive 
- exclusive at Rayher by P. Tronser

 
38 828 000 (4) 
Paint-me Stencil Butter�y 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

 
38 829 000 (4) 
Paint-me stencil Tiger 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

 
38 837 000 (4) 
Paint-me stencil Reptile 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

 
38 838 000 (4) 
Oaint-me stencil Spider 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

 
38 839 000 (4) 
Paint-me stencil Stars 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

 
38 840 000 (4) 
Paint-me stencil Drops 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

 
38 841 000 (4) 
Paint-me stencil Fur 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc

 
38 842 000 (4) 
Paint-me stencil Ornament 
11.5x16.5cm, tab-bag 1pc
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CONTENT: 
37 103 00 Brush �at size 12 - 12 
pcs. 
37 104 00 Brush �at size 16 - 6 
pcs. 
37 108 00 Brush round size 1 - 
12 pcs. 
37 111 00 Brush round size 6 - 
12 pcs. 
38 689 00 Sponge brush - 10 
bags 
38 952 00 Sponge for painting 
- 10 bags 
57 474 000 Make-up brush - 12 
bags 
Of all Paint me - colours each 
4 boxes

  
38 794 000 (1) 
Display. "Paint me" make-up colour 
w. accessories, 17 different items

  
57 474 000 (12) 
Paint Me- make-up brush 
4.5cm, bag 6pcs.

  
38 952 00 (10) 
Sponge for painting, 50x20x20 mm 
bag 4 pcs.

  
38 689 00 (10) 
Sponge stamp 
3 sizes: 1, 2, 3 cm, bag 3 pcs.

To apply paintings. Ideal for the Paint 
me colours and for working with the 
blackboard colours for glass and por-
celaine and a stencil. Extremely �ne 
pored and soft, prevents bubbles.

 
38 849 000 (10) 
Caoutchouc painting sponge, 8cm ø 
8 parts, Highness: 2cm, tab-bag

Round spray bottle, material PET, 
transparent, complete with pump 
atomizer. 
Ideal to moisten Paint me make-up 
colours, ink pads or to spray on dilut-
ed, water-based colour.

  
38 798 000 (10) 
PET spray bottle transparent 50ml 
approx. ø 3,1x,11,5 cm tab-bag 1pc
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